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Abstract 

A cellular manufacturing system is a shop floor that has been organised into groups of 

dissimilar machines producing groups of similar parts. Each group of machines is 

called a cell and each group of parts is called a part family. The main advantage of a 

cellular manufacturing system is low material handling, since ideaUy, a part need only 

travel to the cell it belongs to in order to be manufactured. I f a cell can manufacture its 

part family without any member of that part family having to travel to another cell, 

then that cell is said to be independent. 

In reality, cells are rarely independent and this causes many complications when trying 

to design a cellular manufacturing system. To address these complications, a strategy 

for cell design, management and continuous improvement was developed. This 

comprises three stages: 

(i) Determine cell configurations. 

(ii) Position cells and the workstations within them. 

(iii) Carry out Capability Analysis to identify targets for continuous 

improvement. 

Black Box Clustering is used to determine cell configurations by clustering a 

workstation-part matrix representation of routings. The Cellect layout tools identify 

the best position for each cell and the relative positions of the workstations within 

them based on material handling costs. This data combined with user interaction can be 

used to identify the precise locations of individual workstations. Capability Analysis is 

a methodology developed to assess groups of performance measures that should be 



similar. It is used to create a list of targets for improvement, ranked in such a way that 

the target at the top of the list is the one in most need of improvement and the target at 

the bottom of the list is least important. 

The three stages of cell design were implemented within a prototype software tool 

called Cellect. The heart of this system is a relational database that is used to manage 

the data required to run the system. Cellect was tested using industrial data. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

There is a realisation amongst many manufacturers that manufacturing system design 

can no longer be the responsibility of the Production Engineering department alone. 

This is particularly evident within those firms practising Concurrent Engineering (CE), 

whereby the development of the manufacturing system is carried out simultaneously 

with product design. This is achieved by having representatives from Design, 

Manufacturing, Marketing, Purchasing and other functions working together as a CE 

team on a single product or product group. Whereas with traditional 'over the wall' 

engineering each function from design through to sales is done in isolation, with CE 

the aim is to develop a 'right first time' strategy to aid the rapid introduction of new 

products into the manufacturing system (Chanan and Menon 1994). This avoids, for 

example, an expensive manufacturing process having to be used when a less expensive 

option exists. 

In much the same way that the advantages of cellular manufacturing stem from the fact 

that a whole product group is the responsibility of a team, the same principle, when 

implemented on the shop floor also brings with it certain advantages. These advantages 

arise as a result of grouping a large number of components into a smaller number of 

groups of similar parts. These groups can then be manufactured in cells of dissimilar 

workstations dedicated to them, with each cell managed ideaUy by one operator 

(Sekine 1992). This improves material handling and manufacturing system 

management. Note that in this Thesis, a workstation refers to a machine or other 



facility that serves products by carrying out value adding operations. Figure 1.1 

represents a comparison between the company-wide policy of CE and the shop floor 

policy of cellular manufacturing discussed above. Figure 1.2 shows how material flows 

within a traditional functional layout and the advantages in terms of material handling 

of converting to a cellular layout. Not only are material handling distances reduced, but 

the flow of material through the shop floor becomes smoother. Other advantages of 

cellular manufacturing are outlined in Chapter 2 and in Chapter 3 the shop floor layout 

of cellular manufacturing systems is discussed. 

COMPANY 
POLICY 

SHOP 
FLOOR 
POLICY 

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING 

PRODUCT 
GROUP 

TEAM 

CELLULAR MANUFACTURING 

PART 
FAMILY A OPERATOR 

Figure 1.1: Comparison between concurrent engineering and cellular 
manufacturing 

FUNCTIONAL 
LAYOUT 

(MORE MATERIAL 
HANDLING) 

CELLULAR 
LAYOUT 

( L E S S MATERIAL 
HANDLING) 

OUT 

CELL 1 CELL 2 

Figure 1.2: Material handling advantages of cellular layout over functional 
layout 



In cellular manufacturing terms, a group of similar parts manufactured within a cell is 

called a part family. The categorisation of parts into part families is the single most 

important stage of forming a cellular manufacturing system. Traditionally, this has been 

done by identifying groups based on the physical similarity of their parts using a 

methodology called Group Technology (GT) and then allocating cells of workstations 

to the part families. The terms GT and cellular manufacturing are often used 

interchangeably, but in this work, the term GT will generally refer to the act of 

grouping parts, whereas cellular manufacturing wiU generally refer to the processes 

carried out by cells of workstations. 

The thinking behind GT is by no means revolutionary and it has been reported that GT 

concepts were implemented as long ago as 2500 BC for the manufacture of stone 

cutting tools. This was done by grouping together similar tool shapes so that they 

could be made from the same blank (Koenigsberger 1972). For the manufacture of 

modern, more complex shapes, classification of parts into part families was 

traditionally carried out using systems such as BRISCH, CODE, MICLASS, OPITZ 

and KC-1 (GaUagher and Knight 1973, Bennett 1985, Ballakur and Steudel 1987, 

Keus et al 1977). However, such methods of classification and coding were highly data 

driven (Hyde 1981) which made them prone to errors from user input and 

unresponsive to factors such as design modifications. Of greater concern was the fact 

that such techniques were expensive and difficult to implement (Perrego et al 1995) 

and so it became apparent that other methods of determining cell configurations were 

required that needed the minimum amount of data already available. This led 

researchers to shift the emphasis away from classification schemes and instead use part 

routings to simultaneously group both parts into part families and workstations into 



cells (King and Nakornchai 1982). These methods are collectively known as either 

Production Flow Analysis (PFA), cluster analysis or cell formation algorithms and 

are reviewed in greater depth in Chapter 2. 

CELLECT SYSTEM 
for cell design, management 
and continuous Imorovement 

SHOP-^LOOR 
LAYOUT 

Cellect Layout tool takes cell 
configurations, material handling 
details and candidate cell positions 
from the database and returns cell 
positions and workstation sequences 
(workstation positions are fine-tuned 
by tlie user) 
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Figure 1.3: The Cellect system 

None of the research undertaken into cellular manufacturing focuses on the need for a 

potential system to be used within a CE environment. To address this issue, the basis 



of this research is the fact that to obtain the benefits of cellular manufacturing within a 

CE framework, a tool is required that can aid the design, management and continuous 

improvement of cellular manufacturing systems and be practical enough to be used by 

all members of a CE team. This not only means that a cell design system should be able 

to determine cell configurations and layouts as outlined above, but also be able to aid 

in determining ways of improving both the capability of the shop floor to manufacture 

its products and the capability of part designs to fit into a GT schema for efficient and 

easy manufacture. 

To satisfy this need, a suite of software tools have been developed under the collective 

name of Cellect. Figure 1.3 is a representation of the CeUect system which is made up 

of the following elements. 

1.2 Cellect Database 

This is the nerve centre from which all the tools obtain their data and through which 

they share their results. Initial input comes from the planning system, "CAPABLE" 

(see Section 1.3.1.), Discrete Event Simulation systems and from CE team members. 

Results from data being processed by any of the elements ai-e returned to the database 

which produces reports for analysis by CE team members. Updates resulting from 

actions taken by the CE team are inputted into the database for further processing in an 

iterauve cycle that aids concurrent product and manufacturing system design. 

1.3 External Elements 

These support the Cellect activities by aiding automation and ensuring the accuracy of 

the data fed into the database. The inclusion of external elements as part of the CeUect 



system is meant to highlight the fact that Cellect is supposed to complement, rather 

than replace, other cell design tools. 

1.3.1 Modelling Tools 

The Concurrent Engineering Support System (CAPABLE) currently being developed 

at Durham University is an object-oriented tool that determines possible routings for 

product designs by identifying the workstations required to manufacture the features 

that make up each component produced by the manufacturing system. By taking into 

consideration factors such as quality, cost and delivery rate (production time), the best 

set of routings can be selected (Bradley and Maropoulos 1997). These routings can be 

used to determine cell configurations (Chapter 2) and values corresponding to other 

factors assessed by CAPABLE can be used by the Capability Analysis tool (Chapter 

4). 

By creating a real-time model of the manufacturing system using simulation software, 

accurate queuing times, material handling times, machine utilisation and other details 

can be fed into the database for analysis by any of the other elements which in turn feed 

their results via the database back to simulation. With simulation, the user is able to 

analyse the effects product designs have on various manufacturing system 

configurations prior to committing resources (Morris and Tersine 1994, Massay et al 

1995, Chan et al 1993). The usefulness of simulation to Cellect has already been 

recognised and research has been carried out at Durham University to establish a direct 

link to the WITNESS simulation tool (Higgins 1997 - see Chapter 6). 



1.3.2 Data Acquisition Tools 

By tagging a part with a bar-code or a kanban card, data about it can be stored either 

electronically or manually and updated each time an operation is carried out. Such data 

wil l provide information about the time taken for the part to travel between 

workstations and the times taken to set-up and process it. Data should also be 

recorded at each workstation to store down-times, defect rates and times, queue 

lengths, work in progress and so on. Correct auditing procedures should be in place to 

ensure the accuracy of data and standards such as those regulated by ISO 9000 can aid 

this process. However, the most effective way of ensuring employee co-operation in 

the data collection process is to ensure that system responsibility is passed to all 

members who are in contact with i t (see Chapter 4). 

1.4 Cel led Tools 

These tools help to carry out the following three stages of cell design 

(1) Clustering of a workstation-part matrix into a block diagonal form from 

which cell configurations can be determined 

(2) Layout of the cells and the workstations within them 

(3) Capability Analysis to identify targets for continuous improvement 

1.4.1 Black Box Clustering (Chapter 2) 

Part routings can be represented by a workstation-part matrix of ones and zeros where 

a one indicates that the part visits the corresponding workstation and a zero indicates 



that it does not. Clustering algorithms attempt to rearrange this matrix so that the 

workstation-part visits (ones) are grouped into blocks from which workstation groups 

and part families can be identified. The clustering algorithm used by Cellect is Black 

Box Clustering which was developed to cluster the matrix, mark of f the cells and 

determine the quality of the resulting block diagonal form, all without user interaction. 

1.4.2 Layout (Chapter 3) 

Having determined cell configurations, the next stage of the ceU design process 

involves positioning the cells and the workstations within them on the shop floor. This 

activity requires that a large number of factors are taken into consideration. Many of 

these are difficult to quantify and hence model within a computer-based system. It was 

therefore decided to let the computer do what it is best at, namely number-crunching, 

to identify approximate positions of cells and the relative positions of the workstations 

within each one on the basis of material handling costs only. These activities are 

carried out by the Cellect Layout tools and it then becomes the responsibility of the 

user to identify the exact positions of the workstations based on quaUtative factors 

such as safety, positions of walkways and AGV guides and so on. This activity allows 

the shop floor staff who wil l be using the workstations to be involved in their 

positioning. 

1.4.3 Capability Analysis (Chapter 4) 

The purpose of Capability Analysis carried out within this project is to examine the 

performances of the operations, parts, products, workstations and cells of a 



manufacturing system and to assign a priority to each performance to form a ranked 

list of actions to be undertaken at either operation, part, product, workstation or cell 

level. Capability Analysis allows the comparison of different design and manufacturing 

factors within the same list. The analysis includes methods for representing factors 

measured at one level as performances at higher levels. By allowing performances to 

be represented at various levels, it is then possible to take a higher level target and 

identify corresponding lower level targets making it possible to pinpoint specific areas 

for improvement that wUl give the most overall benefit. Thus, the objectives of 

Capability Analysis are to obtain the most benefit from a given resource allocation, to 

build flexibility into the manufacturing system and to lower the time taken to work up 

to f u l l production levels when introducing new products. 

To demonstrate the use of Cellect, an example Ls presented in Chapter 5 that takes a 

set of data inputted into the Cellect database and demonstrates how this can be used to 

determine cell configurations, a shop floor layout and a set of improvement targets 

from Capability Analysis. This chapter also describes in detail the implementation of 

the Cellect tools using Microsoft's Visual FoxPro version 1.3. This is done by showing 

in table form, the information required by the database and each of the Cellect tools 

and also the output from each of the tools. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the Thesis and 

suggests scope for further work. 

1.5 Objectives of the Thesis 

As outlined above, the rest of this Thesis is divided into 5 chapters (Chapters 2 to 6). 

Each chapter covers a separate subject, and as such wil l have its own literature review 

that wi l l outline previous relevant work. Because the aim of the project was to develop 



a computer-based system for the design, management and continuous improvement of 

cellular manufacturing systems, the research presented in the following chapters wil l 

refer to the Cellect system outlined in Figure 1.3. However, it is the intention that the 

methods discussed herein should also be apphcable to those organisations that do not 

have the resources to establish an integrated cell design system such as Cellect. To this 

end, the Cellect layout tools and Capability Analysis have been designed to be 

implemented manually and this is shown using simple examples in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Manual implementation of these methods is only practical i f the data sample is small 

enough. I f this is to be the case then only a proportion of the shop floor should be used 

for the analysis. Conversations with senior production staff at local companies that 

have implemented cellular manufacturing have revealed that reorganising the shop 

floor into cells is more acceptable to management, who have to justify the resources 

required to carry out the change, i f in the first instance only part of the shop floor is 

reorganised. Although Black Box Clustering described in Chapter 2 can only be 

implemented using a computer, i f the data set is small enough, then PFA may be 

carried out manually (Burbidge 197.5). Layout Design and Capability Analysis can then 

be carried out on paper or using a spreadsheet. 

However, there conies a point when the data set is too large to allow manual analysis 

and it is at this point that a system such as Cellect becomes justifiable. This is 

particularly true when analysing what-if scenarios when assessing products not yet 

manufactured by the organisation or when assessing the benefits of purchasing state-

of-the-art resources that the organisation does not yet own. In this case using a 

database system such as Visual Fox Pro 1.3 (Hentzen 1995) is the key to efficient data 

storage and retrieval. The implementation and use of such a system is described in 

10 



Chapter 5. To obtain accurate data necessary for assessing what-if scenarios, it is also 

advantageous to integrate discrete event simulation into the analysis. Research has 

been carried out to extend Cellect in this way (Higgins 1997) and this is described in 

Chapter 6. 

The reader should bear in mind that each of the three stages of cell design can be 

carried out in isolation. For example, Capability Analysis can be carried out without 

first carrying out Black Box Clustering and layout design. Thus, it is hoped that this 

Thesis wUl present a set of generic tools that can be applied to various situations and in 

varying degrees of complexity. In this way it is intended that the research presents a set 

o f practical tools that may be used by Industry to carry out cell design, management 

and continuous improvement. 

1.6 Related Publications 

This thesis presents the author's own work except for appropriately acknowledged 

related work. The methodologies, algorithms and developed software have been 

documented in refereed papers. These are as follows: 

• "An Automatic Clustering Algorithm Suitable For Use By A 

Computer-Based Tool For The Design, Management And 

Continuous Improvement Of Cellular Manufacturing Systems" 

[Baker R.P. and Maropoulos P.O. (1997a)] presents the Black Box 

Clustering algorithm described in Chapter 2. 

11 



• "Manufacturing Capability Assessment for Cellular Manufacturing 

Systems" [Baker R.P. and Maropoulos P.G. (1997b)] presents the 

Capability Analysis methodology described in Chapter 4. 

• "Cell Design, Management and Continuous Improvement, Part I : 

Cell Configurations and Layouts" [Baker R.P. and Maropoulos 

P.G. (1997c)] describes the implementation of Black Box 

Clustering (Chapter 2) and the Cellect Layout Tools (Chapter 3). 

• "Cell Design, Management and Continuous Improvement, Part 2: 

Capability Analysis for Continuous Improvement" [Baker R.P. and 

Maropoulos P.G. (I997d)] describes the implementation of 

Capability Analysis (Chapter 4) within Cellect and also describes 

how Capability Analysis can be implemented manually. 

12 



2. Black Box Clustering 

2.1 Introduction 

Group Technology has been developed to enable the manufacture of similar parts at 

dissimilar machines. The workstafions (for the purpose of this Thesis, a workstation is 

defined as any point at which manufacturing operations take place and includes 

assembly points as well as producfion machines) that together manufacture a given 

part family are collectively known as a cell. The benefits of cellular manufacture 

identified by Wemmerlov and Heyer (1989), Sekine (1992), Hey (1988) and Harrison 

(1992) include: 

• Simplified planning in that parts need only be scheduled to their 

given cells, 

• Reduced work in progress inventory, 

• Reduced set-up time, 

• Reduced throughput fime, 

• Reduced material handling, 

• Increased part standardisafion, 

• Reduced part proliferafion, 

• Improved workstation performance, 

• Reduced cost of indirect labour, 

• Lower inspecdon costs, and 

13 



• Improved morale of workers due to greater responsibility and the 

increased variety of their tasks. 

These benefits become greater as the cells become more independent since then, the 

performance of a given cell does not depend on the performance of other interacting 

cells. However, totally independent cells rarely exist, particularly in high product 

variety environments. Because of this fact, much research has taken place over the last 

two decades to f ind methods to cluster parts and workstations so that the cells 

produced are as independent as possible. The most common way of identifying cell 

configurations is to use Production Flow Analysis (PFA) whereby cells and part 

families are determined by grouping similar production routings. This is the first stage 

of the cell design process described in Chapter 1 and forms the basis of the research 

described in this chapter. 

2.2 Cluster Analysis 

Identifying cell configurations requires grouping similar parts and the machines they 

visit. Originally this was done by classification and coding: similar parts had similar 

codes and were hence allocated the same group of machines. This method suffered 

because coding was complex and time consuming. As such, many firms were reluctant 

to adopt the Group Technology methods required to form cells (Bennett 1985). 

Burbidge (1975) first suggested that cells could be identified from part routings by 

using a [1,0] matrix; a one indicates that the part visits the workstation and a zero 

indicates that it does not (see Figure 2.1). By swapping rows and columns, the matrix 

can then be converted into a block diagonal form (BDF - see Figure 2.2) where each 
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block represents a cell and associated part family. Obtaining a BDF is the primary 

objective of PFA. 

P a r t s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
1 + + + + + + + + + + 
2 + + + + + + + 
3 + + + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + + 
5 + + + + + + + 
6 + + + + + + + 
7 + + + + 
8 + + + + + + 

W o r k s t a t i o n s 

Figure 2.1 Example machine part incidence matrix (discussed in Section 2.4) 

P a r t s 
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 1 5 0 2 6 0 8 4 7 3 7 9 1 4 6 3 2 9 
6 

'̂̂ ^̂  EXCEPTIONAL 
ELEMENT 

+ 
5 
7 

+ + + - I - + 

+ + + + + + 

2 
4 + 
1 
3 

W o r k s t a t i o n s 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + 

Figure 2.2: BDF for example matrix 

When Burbidge first proposed this system, he suggested that PFA could be done 

manually for matrices containing up to 2000 parts. Researchers, however, soon found 

that this was not the case. This is because cells are rarely independent as some parts 

may have to visit two or more cells to get access to the workstations required for their 

manufacture. A visit by a part to a cell other than the one containing its associated part 

family is called an excepfional element (see Figure 2.2). The more exceptional 

elements there are, the more difficult PFA becomes. 
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As a result of the diff iculty in obtaining a BDF, the last two decades have seen a large 

number of computer-based clustering algorithms published. The basic types are 

described below. 

2.2.1 Similarity Coefficients 

The similarity of two workstations is a function of the number of parts they have in 

common and vice-versa. This can be expressed by a similarity coefficient, S: 

Number of parts using both workstations 
S = Equation 2.1 

Number of parts using both -I- Number of parts using either 

Similarity coefficient algorithms (Mc Auley 1972, DeWitte 1980, Waghodekar and 

Sahu 1984) convert matrices of similarity coefficients between workstations and parts 

into dendrograms. User-defined threshold values divide the dendrograms into cells. 

The sizes and independence of the resulting cells are dependent on the threshold 

values used. In order that it may be used by shop floor staff, the Cellect clustering 

algorithm should work without any intervention or expertise on the part of the user. 

Because of the need to identify threshold values, these algorithms cannot work 

without some form of user interaction and are hence unsuitable for use within Cellect. 

2.2.2 Mathematical Methods 

Under this heading come algorithms that model PFA as a set of functions that have to 

be maximised or minimised (Adi l et al 1996) as well as those that have been 

developed as graph partitioning models which utilise similarity coefficients of one sort 

or another (Chen and Irani 1993, Kazerooni et al 1995). Modelling is, however, only 
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the first stage in developing mathematically based clustering algorithms since these 

models also have to be solved. This is done using a number of novel methods that 

have been adapted f rom other applications, including genetic algorithms (Goldberg 

1989), simulated annealing (Chen et al 1995) and neural networks (Malakooti and 

Yang 1995, Chen and Cheng 1995). The need for dedicated expertise and/or software 

to use these methods makes them impractical for use within this research given that 

clustering is only the first stage of the overall cell design and management process. 

2.2.3 Resources-Based Clustering 

These methods include algorithms that aim to minimise costs (Askin and 

Subramanian 1987), ufilisafion (Ballakur and Steudel 1987) and material flow 

(Harhalakis et al 1990). Within Cellect, however, the priority at the clustering stage is 

to obtain the best possible BDF for the given routings, regardless of other 

considerations. Opfimising the efficiency of the cells is then done at the continuous 

improvement stage using Capability Analysis methods. Hence, it was felt that there is 

no point in compromising BDF quality in favour of resources considerations when 

these w i l l be taken into account at a later stage, as explained in Chapter 4. 

2.2.4 Matrix Ordering Methods 

The algorithm referred to by most authors on the subject of PFA is Rank Order 

Clustering (ROC - King 1980). This is because it is a simple algorithm that lends 

itself well to computerisation. Since the workstation-part matrix is made up of ones 

and zeros (according to whether or not a given part visits a given workstation), each 
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column and row can be converted into a binary word. The columns are rearranged 

according to their binary word rankings and binary word values are then determined 

for rows which are re-arranged in the same way as columns. This process is repeated 

until further ordering cannot take place. There are two main disadvantages of ROC. 

Firstly, the use of binary words to weight the lines of the matrix results in cluster 

dispersion, particularly when there are a lot of exceptional elements. Secondly, despite 

being easy to program, the use of binary words severely restricts the size of the 

problem that can be computed; each line is represented by a number that equals twice 

that of the previous line - it takes only 47 lines to reach the average PC's largest 

number limit. These problems have been tackled to some extent by algorithms such as 

R0C2 (King and Narconchai 1982) and MODROC (Chandrasekharan and 

Rajagopalan 1986a) but require user interaction to function and hence do not satisfy 

the requirements of this project. 

2.2.5 The Basis Of The Cellect Clustering Algorithm 

To overcome all the problems associated with ROC, a set of matrix ordering 

algorithms under the heading of Method of Moments have been developed by 

Mukhopadhyay et al (1995). Of particular interest is the End Load Ratio (BLR) 

algorithm that models each line of the matrix as weighfless beams that are reordered 

according to their centre of mass values in much the same way as reordering takes 

place according to binary words in ROC. Clusters are still prone to dispersion due to 

the effect that exceptional elements have on ELR values, but because these values are 

not affected by position weightings (as with binary words) the effects are by no means 

as severe as with ROC. Also, the algorithm is not restricted by computational power 



in the same way that ROC is. The final advantage, in terms of the requirements for 

this project, is that matrix rearrangement carried out by this algorithm requires no user 

interacfion, though the user sfil l needs to mark of f the matrix to identify cell 

configurations. Hence, given that this algorithm is both effecfive and straightforward, 

ELR is used as the basis of the clustering algorithm developed in this project. 

It should be noted that the four types of algorithm identified above are not distinct 

since algorithms can fal l within two or more types. Perrego et al (1995) developed an 

algorithm which can best be described as a hybrid of similarity coefficient, resources-

based and matrix ordering. Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan (1986b, 1987) used 

graph partitioning theory (mathematical methods) to carry out matrix ordering to f i t 

ideal seeds which can be thought of as BDF templates that represent likely cell 

configurations. Also, the algorithms referred to as examples when describing these 

types are by no means exclusive. Over the last two decades literally hundreds of 

algorithms have been developed and it is beyond the scope of this Thesis to describe 

them all. 

To summarise, the problem with many of the algorithms above is that they require 

user input to set the various parameters needed for them to function. Setting any of 

these parameters requires knowledge of the algorithm and experience in its use. This 

reduces the opportunity of using such algorithms within mulfi-disciplinary product 

and factory development teams. It is a requirement, however, that Cellect should be 

straightforward to use, particularly as PFA is only one part of its functions. Further 

more, with the advent of Concurrent Engineering tools that can quickly generate 

mulfiple roufing options (such as CAPABLE - Bradley and Maropoulos 1997) it is 

necessary to carry out PFA on a large number of different machine-part matrices. As 
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such, a need exists for a fu l ly automatic clustering algorithm that given a [ 1,0] input 

matrix is able to identify cell configurations and for each cell produce a list of 

workstations and parts. In short, clustering should be a 'black box' with which the 

user has no interaction and it was upon this premise that the clustering algorithm 

described in the next Section was designed. 

2.3 Black Box Clustering Algorithm 

Black Box Clustering (so called because it works behind the scenes with no user 

interaction) takes a workstation-part matrix (with workstations as rows, parts as 

columns and where each element equals one i f the given part visits the corresponding 

workstation and zero otherwise), converts it into block-diagonal form (BDF), marks 

o f f the cells and provides measures of the BDF quality. It is made up of the three 

phases described below: 

2.3.1 Phase 1: Converting the [1,0] machine-part matrix into a BDF 

Phase 1 is a hybrid algorithm made up of the following three steps: 

(a) End Load Ratio (ELR) clustering 

(b) Tightening up of the clusters using similarity coefficient based 

weights 

(c) ELR clustering without interference of exceptional elements 

ELR clustering carried out as step a of Phase 1 models each row or column of the 

[1,0] matrix as a beam with a unit mass placed where a 1 exists. The ELR of the beam 
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is used to identify whereabouts on the matrix the row or column belongs and is 

calculated as follows. 

;•=/ 

Mj = ^ a i Equation 2.2 
1=1 

i=l 
Xj = ^i.ai Equation 2.3 

w - — Equation 2.4 
Mj 

where; 

/ is an element number (or posifion) on a line or beam,y within a workstafion-

part incidence matrix, 

/ is the total number of elements on j, 

a, is the value (1 or 0) of i, 

Mj is the mass of j, 

Xj is the moment of j, and 

Cj is the ELR value of j 

ELR values are calculated and ranked for rows (workstations) which are rearranged to 

match the positions of these ranked values. The same is done for columns (parts) then 

for rows again and so on until no more ranking can take place. This procedure is 

shown in Figure 2.3. 
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extract routings 
from C E L L E C T 

database 

PHASE 
1C 

PHASE 
1A 

i- _ ^ 
do 11 

L A R G E S T I ' 
C L U S T E R E L R 11 

for parts ^ 

1 . 
do ,1 

L A R G E S T I 
C L U S T E R ELR 11 
for workstations^ 

rearrange matrix 
according to ELR| 

ranking 

determine ELR 
values for 

workstations 

are thiese 
values 

ranked? 

go to 
PHASE 2A 

determine ELR 
values for 

parts 
4— 

rearrange matrix 
according to ELR 

ranking 

rank ELR 
values for 

parts 

rank ELR 
values for 

workstations 

goto 
PHASE 

1B 

Figure 2.3: Phase 1, step a 

In Figure 2.3, routings are converted into a machine-part incidence matrix. ELR 

values (Equation 2.4) are calculated for workstations and the rows of the matrix are 

reordered according to these ELR values. The same is done for the columns of the 

matrix which represent the parts. This procedure starts again for rows and continues to 

produce a better BDF with each iteration. When, after ELR calculation, the rows or 

columns remain ranked (that is, reordering the matrix according to ELR values 
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produces no further changes), then matrix reordering cannot proceed and the analysis 

advances to Phase 1, step b. Dashed Hnes starting with the box containing 'PHASE 

I C represent stages of Phase 1, step c of this algorithm. The matrix reordering 

methodology for Phases la and Ic are shown together because the algorithm is the 

same in both cases. The only difference is that Phase Ic carries out matrix reordering 

using a different type of ELR value, as wi l l be described later on in this sub-section. 

The Phase la procedure described thus far tends to produce excellent BDFs, but the 

results are affected by the presence of exceptional elements; the more exceptional 

elements there are, the more diff icult it is to get a BDF. Similarity coefficients 

identify which two lines (rows or columns) should be together regardless of the 

presence of exceptional elements. Given two lines, the similarity coefficient between 

them is as follows. 

^'^%4iv(yVyj Equation 2.5 

where; 

Sij is the similarity coefficient between, say, two parts / and j, 

Nij is the number of workstations visited by both i and j, and 

A'̂ ,, Nj are the number of workstations visited by i and the number visited by j 

Note: The above is applied to workstations as well as parts 

The problem with rearranging the BDF according to similarity coefficients alone, even 

after carrying out ELR, is that the block diagonal structure of the BDF tends to get 

dispersed. However, a similarity coefficient based weighting can be used to identify 
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the 'closeness' of two lines by combining their ELR values and the similarity 

coefficient between them as in the following equation. 

Wij = Ci + Cj{l-Sij) Equation 2.6 

where; 

Wjj is the weighted similarity coefficient between two lines / and j, 

d , Cj are. the ELR values for / and j, and 

Sij is the similarity coefficient between / and j 

<^ next i 

all 
columns or rows 

received from 
PHASE IB 

WEIGHTED 
ELR 

_ i - ^ 
fori I 

= first line to 
last line -1 I 

forj 
= i + 1 to 
last line 

store 
weighted similarity 

ELR, Wij ofj 
against i 

find j with 
lowest Wij value 

& position next to i 
as line i + 1 

return to 
PHASE 

1B 

< next j > 

Figure 2.4: Positioning matrix lines according to weighted E L R values 
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Figure 2.4 shows how the matrix is scanned and reorganised to position lines with 

lowest weighted ELR values next to each other. The procedure for step b is as 

follows: 

(i) carry out the steps in Figure 2.4 for parts 

(ii) determine ELR values for workstations 

(i i i ) carry out the steps in Figure 2.4 for workstations 

E L R O F 
W H O L E L INE 

= 9.27 

C L U S T E R A 
O F F - S E T 

= 19.27 - 3.51 
= 5.77 

C L U S T E R B 
O F F - S E T 

= 19.27-11.51 
= 2.23 

MATRIX LINE 
LARGEST 

CLUSTERS 

C L U S T E R A 
E L R = 3.5 

C L U S T E R B 
ELR=<lT5) 

CLUSTER A and CLUSTER B are both largest clusters, but E L R off-set of CLUSTER B is 
the smallest of the two, hence use largest cluster ELR value of 1L5 for ranking in Phase I, 

part (c) 

Figure 2.5: Determining the largest cluster E L R value of a matrix line 

After carrying out step b, the matrix w i l l generally not be in as much of a diagonal 

form as i t was after step a was carried out; the grouping, however, wi l l be slightly 

better. These tighter groups are used in step c to obtain the final BDF by carrying out 

ELR clustering using only the ELR values of the largest, uninterrupted group of ones 
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in each line. Where there are more than one largest clusters of equal size, the ELR off

set (absolute value of the difference between the ELR of the cluster and the ELR of 

the whole line) is used to identify which of the clusters' ELR values should be used. 

By carrying out this procedure, the algorithm ignores the effect of exceptional 

elements and clusters what appears at this stage to be the most likely workstation 

groups/part families. This procedure is called identifying the largest cluster ELR, an 

example of which is provided in Figure 2.5. 

individual 
columns or rows 

received from 
PHASE 10 

LARGEST 
CLUSTER ELR 

find all 
uninterupted 

clusters of ones 
on the line 

determine ELR 
values of the 

clusters 

determine 
sizes of the 

clusters 

ELR off-sets are 
absolute values 

of line ELR minus 
cluster ELRs 

identify cluster 
with largest 

size 

' are there more ^ 
than one largest 
clusters of equal 

V size? , 

more than 
one cluster 

only one 
cluster 

use ELR of 
largest cluster 
with smallest 
ELR off-set 

return largest 
cluster ELR to 

PHASE 
10 
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Figure 2.6: Determining largest cluster E L R value to be used in Phase 1, step c 

In Figure 2.5 there are two clusters of equal size which can be used as the largest 

cluster in the analysis of Phase Ic. However, the diagram shows that the cluster 

nearest to the ELR of the whole line is the one that is selected for the analysis. It is 

this value that is used in the ranking described in Figure 2.3 (dashed lines starting with 

the box containing 'PHASE I C ) . When in Figure 2.3 the algorithm advances to 'do 

LARGEST CLUSTER ELR for parts' or 'do LARGEST CLUSTER ELR for 

workstations', then the procedure demonstrated in Figure 2.5 is carried out. The 

algorithm for this procedure of finding the largest ELR is shown in Figure 2.6. As 

already described and shown in this figure, for each line of the matrix the largest 

cluster is identified and i f more than one of these is identified then the ELR off-set 

decides which cluster is used. The ELR of the selected cluster is used in the ranking of 

Figure 2.3. 

2.3.2 Phase 2: Marking off the BDF 

Phase 2 requires the marking of f of the matrix into blocks. With most matrix 

reordering algorithms this is done by hand. However, in order to be able to analyse a 

large number of routing options, it is desirable that this should be done automatically. 

In this algorithm, marking of f is done 'hands-free' using the following three steps: 

(a) Create an initial matrix of candidate cell corners 

(b) Use rules to identify other candidate cell corners and to eliminate 

unwanted cell comers 

(c) Mark of f and merge cells 
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Step a attempts to f ind breaks between distinct part families and machine groups of 

the BDF. For example, Figure 2.7 shows a near-perfectly structured BDF where 

candidate part families are the blocks formed as links in a chain stepping down in the 

horizontal direction f rom the top-left to the bottom-right. Similarly, candidate 

workstation groups step across in the vertical direction. The links when joined 

together should span across all the parts in the case of candidate part families and all 

the workstations for candidate workstation groups. Where candidate part families and 

candidate workstation groups intersect is marked as a candidate cell comer: squaring-

of f f rom one comer to the next defines the boundary of each cell. The reader should 

note that the middle circle in Figure 2.7 corresponds to an intersection between a 

candidate part family containing three parts and a candidate workstation group 

containing one workstation. Although the existence of this candidate workstation 

group is not clear in the figure, the reader should be aware that it must exist as a link 

between the second and third candidate workstation groups. 

In Figure 2.7, the candidate cell corners are sufficient enough to produce satisfactory 

cells. However, for more complex matrices with indistinct blocks and a large number 

of exceptional elements, step b is required to identify candidate cell corners from 

matrix configurations such as those in Figure 2.8. These configurations are identified 

in order to eliminate candidate cell corners where these cause single-workstation 

clusters and to ensure that the top, left-hand comer of the BDF is a cell corner. The 

procedure for step b is outlined in Figure 2.9. 
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m + + + 
+ + + + + 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + + + 
i + + + + +• + 

o 

CANDIDATE WORKSTATION GROUP 
chain of vertical clusters stepping across BDF 

CANDIDATE PART FAMILY 
chain of horizontal clusters stepping down BDF 

CANDIDATE CELL CORNER 
intersection of workstation group and part family 

CELL BOUNDARY 
formed by squaring-off from one cell corner to the next 

Figure 2.7: Identifying candidate cell centres 
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C A N D I D A T E P A R T FAMILY E L E M E N T 
S U R R O U N D E D ON T W O S I D E S B Y C A N D I D A T E 
W O R K S T A T I O N G R O U P E L E M E N T S B E C O M E S 

C A N D I D A T E C E L L C O R N E R 

D 
A Z E R O S U R R O U N D E D ON A L L S I D E S B Y 

O N E S B E C O M E S C A N D I D A T E C E L L 
C O R N E R 

o o 

Figure 2.8: Rules to rationalise candidate cell centres 
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Figure 2.9: Phase 2, step b 
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Figure 2.10: Phase 2, step c 
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+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ ....+....+.....+:...+. 

+ + 

IN PART (C), CELL BOUNDARIES 
ARE SHIFTED ONE 

WORKSTATION/PART AT A TIME IF 
IT HELPS REDUCE THE TOTAL 

NUMBER OF EXCEPTIONAL 
ELEMENTS 

CELL BOUNDARIES 
AFTER PHASE 2, 

PART (B) 

+ + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 

Figure 2.11: Shifting cell boundaries to reduce exceptional elements 

C E L L A 
S I Z E = 5 
THIS IS L A R G E S T C E L L S I Z E 

C E L L S 
S I Z E = 2 

E X C E P T I O N A L 
E L E M E N T 

C E L L C 
S I Z E = 3 

COMBINED S I Z E S O F C E L L S B 
AND C IS 5 WHICH E Q U A L S 
L A R G E S T C E L L S I Z E ( C E L L A). 
E X C E P T I O N A L E L E M E N T S E X I S T 
WITHIN S Q U A R E D - O F F 
BOUNDARY O F C E L L B -i- C E L L C , 
H E N C E M E R G E T H E S E C E L L S 

Figure 2.12: Merging cells to reduce exceptional elements 
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Step c of Phase 2 uses the remaining candidate cell corners to identify BDF 

boundaries. The overall procedure is shown in Figure 2.10. The objective of this step 

of the algorithm is, for each cell, to move cell boundaries one line at a time i f each 

movement helps reduce the number of exceptional elements as shown in Figure 2.11. 

After this has been carried out, a largest cell size is identified and used to merge cells 

i f it helps reduce exceptional elements as demonstrated in Figure 2.12. 

2.3.3 Phase 3: Determining the quality of the BDF produced 

An important function of Cellect w i l l be its ability to be used in conjunction with 

CAPABLE. This function is enhanced by the fact that Black Box Clustering can work 

without user interaction thus allowing a number of different routing options to be 

analysed quickly and easily. 

This approach differs from that taken by Adi l et al (1996) and Kasilingam and 

Lashkari (1991) who attempt to cluster workstations and parts by identifying from a 

list of alternatives, those processes most conducive to workstation cell and part family 

grouping. This is because manufacturing costs and quality chain considerations are 

more important than the ability of routings to cluster. As such, CAPABLE identifies 

the most suitable set of routings based on cost, time and quality criteria which are 

passed on to Cellect to be clustered. I f the routings are unsuitable for cellular 

manufacturing then the next best set of routings are clustered. I f the routings are 

suitable for clustering despite the existence of exceptional elements and other 

inefficiencies, then Capability Analysis is used to identify where improvements could 

be made. CAPABLE and simulation can then be used to determine to what extent the 
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improvements can be carried out. Thus, at this stage it is necessary to assess only the 

quality of the BDF and consider other factors when carrying out Capability Analysis. 

A variety of measures can be used to help identify the most suitable set of routings for 

cellular manufacture f rom the BDF alone (Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan 1986b, 

Kandiller 1994). The ones used by Black Box Clustering are as follows: 

(i) Total number of cells 

(ii) Sizes of smallest and largest cells 

(i i i ) percentage of exceptional element ({total number of exceptional 

elements/total number of 'ones'} * 100) 

(iv) BDF density ({total number of 'ones' within all the cells divided by total 

number of elements within all the cells] * 100) 

2.4 Algorithm Validation 

The algorithm detailed in Section 2.3 was originally programmed in C and tested with 

the matrices used by authors of other clustering algorithms. In each case, a BDF was 

formed in less than a second and the results were as good as that of the authors' (in 

terms of the performance measures detailed above). Because the matrices used by 

these authors are usually selected to highlight the performance of their own particular 

algorithms (Kandiller 1994), the fact that Black Box Clustering can produce BDFs as 

good as that of the authors' algorithms demonstrates that this algorithm is versatile 

enough to cope with varied workstation-part input matrices in terms of size and 

complexity. To highlight this point, it is worth looking at some examples. 
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O r i g i n a l m a t r i x 

P a r t s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 + + + + + 
2 + + + + + + + + + 
3 + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + 
5 + + + + 
6 + + + + + + + 
7 + + + + + + + 

9 
10 
11 + 
12 + 
13 + 
14 + 
15 + 
16 + 
17 + + + 
18 + 
19 + 
20 
W o r k s t a t i o n s 

+ + + 

M a t r i x i n b l o c k - d i a g o n a l form: 

P a r t s 
2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 1 3 
0 3 1 3 5 5 7 5 9 4 2 3 2 1 0 8 7 7 3 6 1 9 4 1 8 0 2 5 9 6 2 8 4 6 4 

+ + + + + 
17 

3 
4 

13 
18 
14 

2 
12 
15 
16 
19 
11 
20 + 

9 
10 

6 
5 

Workstations 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + + + 

Figure 2.13: Black Box Clustering example 1 

The first is that of Carrie (1973) used by Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan (1986b) 

(Figure 2.13) which is the largest, but also the simplest example in that the blocks 

formed are very distinct with only two exceptional elements. Only Phase la is 

necessary to form the BDF which can be marked of f using Phase 2a and the squaring-

of f in 2c. Thus for this simple example, only a small proportion of the algorithm 
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makes any difference; Phases lb , Ic and 2b make no difference to the resulting BDF 

and its marking off. 

O r i g i n a l m a t r i x 

Parts 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
1 + + - f + - i - - f - i - + - f - - i -
2 + - f - - i - - i - + -I- + 
3 + + - f - f - i - - i - + + - f 
4 - I - -p -f- + + 

5 + + + -f- + 

6 + + + -p -f 

7 + -p -I- -f + + 

8 + + + + 
Works ta t ions 

M a t r i x i n b lock -d i agona l form: 

Parts 

-f •f 

-p + 
-f 

+ + 
+ + 

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 5 0 2 6 0 8 4 7 3 7 9 1 4 6 3 2 9 8 

6 + -p -p -p -p + -p 

5 -f -p -p -p -p -p -p 

7 -p -p + -p -p -p -p -p 

8 + -p -p -p •f •f 

2 -p + -p -p + -f + 
4 -p + -p + + -p -p 

1 -p + -p -p -p -p -p + -p + 
3 -p -p -p + -p -p + + + 

Worksta t ions 

Figure 2.14: Black Box Clustering example 2 

The next example is that of Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan (1986a) (Figure 2.14) 

which has a much higher proportion of exceptional elements (14.75%), but because of 

its size and the distinctness of its blocks is easy to convert into a BDF using only 

Phase la. However, due to the positions of the exceptional elements within the matrix. 
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marking off using Phase 2a is insufficient to produce optimal cells. Using Phase 2b, 

this problem is overcome with the rules for converting recognisable matrix 

configurations into cell corners. The reader may wish to identify cell comers using 

Figure 2.8 described in Section 2.3.2 (note that only the top left diagram in Figure 2.8 

applies). 

As demonstrated with the above two examples, not all the steps of Phase I may be 

required to form a BDF. An example where this is not the case is that of Chen and 

Irani (1993) who test their algorithms using a complex matrix which Black Box 

Clustering tackled to produce cells as good as their best algorithm. 

Figure 2.15 shows how this matrix developed through Phase 1 steps a to c to form the 

BDF shown. In Phase la, the matrix is reorganised according to ELR rankings alone, 

but it can be seen from the very indistinct BDF produced that Phase la alone is not 

enough to identify cell configurations. Phase lb uses weighted similarity coefficients 

to tighten up the blocks and it can be seen in 

Figure 2.15 that although the crosses have become more grouped, the BDF has 

become disrupted. Hence the requirement now is to restructure the BDF whilst 

maintaining the grouping developed thus far. In Phase Ic, the ELR values of the 

largest cluster of each line is used to carry out this task to produce a reasonably well 

structured BDF. It can be seen from the final BDF that the large number of 

exceptional elements and the low density of the blocks within the BDF are the 

complications requiring that all the steps in Phase 1 and all the rules in Phase 2 are 

used to identify cell configurations. It is because of its ability to adapt to situations of 

varying complexity that makes BBC such a versatile algorithm. 
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O r i g i n a l m a t r i x 

P a r t s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 
1 + + + 
2 + 
3 + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + + + + 
5 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
6 + + + + + + + + + 
7 + + + + 
8 + + + + + + + 
9 + + 

10 + + + 
11 + + + + 
12 + + + + + + + + 
13 + + + + + 
14 + + + 
15 + + + + + + 
16 + 
17 + 
18 + + 
W o r k s t a t i o n s 

A f t e r S tep a o f Phase 1 : 

P a r t s 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 

2 2 5 4 8 9 6 7 5 6 1 4 3 0 2 3 9 1 0 3 4 7 8 1 
7 + + + + 

17 + 
16 + 

3 + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + + + + 

10 + + + 
5 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
6 + + + + + + + + + 

18 + + 
9 + + 

13 + + + + + 
8 + + + + + + + 
2 + 

15 + + + + + + 
1 + + + 

12 + + + + + + + + 
14 + + + 
11 + + + + 
W o r k s t a t i o n s 

Figure 2.15 (continued on next page) 
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A f t e r S tep b o f Phase i : 

P a r t s 
1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 

2 2 5 8 9 7 5 4 4 3 0 3 6 1 6 2 9 4 7 8 1 0 1 3 
7 + + + + 
3 + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + + + + 
5 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
6 + + + + + + + + + 

10 + + + 
17 + 
16 + 

9 + + 
8 + + + + + + + 
2 + 
1 + + + 

13 + + + + + 
12 + + + + + + + + 
11 + + + + 
15 + + + + + + 
18 + + 
14 + + + 
W o r k s t a t i o n s 

M a t r i x i n b l o c k - d i a g o n a l f o r m ( a f t e r Step c o f Phase 1) and marked 
o f f by Phase 2 : 

1 1 
P a r t s 

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 
2 2 6 5 9 7 5 8 0 4 1 6 3 4 0 1 3 
+ + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + 
+ + 

10 
7 
4 
3 
6 
5 
9 

18 
17 
16 

2 
1 

13 + 
12 + 
15 
11 
14 
W o r k s t a t i o n s 

+ + + + 
+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ + + + + + + 

+ + + 
+ + + + 

+ + 

Figure 2.15: Blacli Box Clustering example 3 
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2.5 Summary 

Black Box Clustering (BBC) is an algorithm that has been developed to be used by 

Cellect as part of an integrated database tool for the design, management and 

continuous improvement of cellular manufacturing systems. BBC carries out the first 

stage of the three stages of cell design described in Chapter 1, namely the 

identification of cell configurations. These are the groups of workstations that make 

up each cell and the groups of parts that represent each part family belonging to each 

cell. The aim of the algorithm is to effectively carry out clustering of workstation-part 

matrices into block diagonal forms (BDF), from which workstation groups and part 

families can be identified. The major restriction imposed by the requirements of 

Cellect was that Black Box Clustering should not rely on user interaction. This was 

achieved by developing a modified end load ratio (ELR) algorithm aided by the use of 

similarity coefficients. Marking off the resulting BDF to identify cell configurations 

was carried out using rules to identify cell comers between which the matrix is 

squared-off. The algorithm was tested with the matrices used by authors of other 

clustering algorithms and in each case. Black Box Clustering performed as well as the 

algorithm against which it was tested, hence demonstrating its versatility. 

The integration of Black Box Clustering within Cellect is described in detail in 

Chapter 5. In the next chapter, the second stage of the cell design process is discussed. 

This involves the positioning of the cells and the workstations within them on the 

shop floor. 
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3. Cellect Layout Tools 

3.1 Limitations of Automatic Layout Algorithms 

Once cells configurations have been determined, it is necessary to position the cells and 

the workstations within them for optimal flow of parts. In this way the cell layout 

problem can be divided into two sub-problems: 

(a) Intercell layout for positioning of cells on the shop floor, and 

(b) Innercell layout for positioning of workstations within each cell. 

These sub-problems are not mutually exclusive (Arvindh and Irani 1994) and must be 

carried out by taking into consideration factors such as: 

(i) factory constraints, 

(ii) material handling needs, 

(iii) that it may be impractical to move certain workstations, 

(iv) that workstations need to be positioned in a U-shape where practical for 

optimal flow of parts within the cell, and 

(v) that workstations need to be positioned for ease of intercell flow of parts. 

The more popular layout algorithms divide the factory into departments or blocks and 

attempt to position the blocks for maximum benefit of quantitative factors such as 

cost, distance and time and qualitative factors such as environmental considerations, 

ease of material and work force movement, and worker safety. Examples of such 

algorithms that were originally developed to design functional (job-shop) 
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manufacturing systems include CRAFT (Buffa et al 1964), CORELAP (Lee and 

Moore 1967) and ADELP (Seehof and Evans 1967). Other algorithms have also been 

developed specifically for the design of cellular system layouts (Abdou and Dutta 

1990, Irani et al 1992, Leskowsky et al 1987, Tarn and Li 1991, .lajodia et al 1992 and 

Tam 1992). 

Overall, the major concern with existing layout algorithms is that the user is involved 

only in the early stages of the analysis. Since it is the shop floor staff who will work in 

the new layout, it is they who should decide the final locations of the workstations. 

Thus, in this respect, it is far better to determine approximate positions of workstations 

considering only quantitative factors (in particular, material handling cost) and then let 

the users consider qualitative factors during the physical process of machine 

positioning. In this way, the consideration of qualitative factors can be carried out far 

more accurately than if done using a computer, with the further advantage that the 

shop floor staff will feel some responsibility for the project (anon 1989). 

However, because these algorithms consider the most important factor, namely ease of 

material movement, in terms of cost, distance and time functions, they do provide a 

useful insight into determining relative positions of cells and the workstations within 

them, but the overall layout produced should at best only be considered as a guide. As 

stated above, this is because the user needs to be far more involved in the assessment 

of qualitative factors which, generally, are too difficult to model using a computer. 

With this in mind, the approach used by Cellect is to divide the shop floor into a set of 

points that define possible locations of cells (such as points on a grid) and use these to 

determine approximate positions of cells by assigning each cell to a point. The aim of 

cell positioning is to minimise overall material handling cost. As a separate task, it is 
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also necessary to determine the relative positions of workstations within each cell by 

identifying the sequence of workstations that gives the lowest overall material handling 

cost per unit distance. With this information the user can then manually determine 

precise workstation positions whilst taking into account all the qualitative factors that 

are so difficult to model. Thus, layout design is carried out in the two stage process 

described in the previous paragraph: analysis considering only quantitative factors then 

positioning considering also qualitative factors. The following sections describe how 

this is carried out. 

3.2 The Cellect Layout Tools 

The Cellect Layout Tools aim to provide the user with approximate positions of cells 

and the relative positions of the workstations within them. There are two layout tools, 

the first assigns cells to predefined positions on the shop floor and the second 

determines the sequence of workstations within each cell. Having carried out the two 

algorithms, the user is able to use the data produced along with the experience of all 

those involved in the layout project to determine the precise positions of the 

workstations in the analysis. 

The quantitative factors chosen are material handling time, cost of material handling 

per unit time, and speed of material handling. As will be shown in Sections 3.2.1 and 

3.2.2, these factors can be combined to form a material handling cost of a ceU or 

workstation. These factors have been chosen to reflect the main objective of the 

analysis which is to reduce the overall amount of material handling on the shop floor. 

Including any other factors muddies this main objective. However, as stated above, 
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other factors have to be taken into account by the user at the end of the analysis in 

order to ensure a feasible, if not optimum solution. 

The following subsections discuss the two Cellect Layout Tools. These are the Cell 

Positioning Tool and the Sequencing Tool. 

3.2.1 Cell Positioning Tool 

This 
candidate 
cell centre 
cannot be 
used (to 

allow 
access, for 
example) 

Candidate Cell Centre (defined by where dotted 
lines intersect - 5 available centres in all) 

Goods Out 

Position of 
workstation 

that cannot be 
moved 

Goods In \ Shop Roor 
Boundary 

Cells To Be Positioned: 

CELL_1 CELL_2 CELL_3 

Figure 3.1: Example outlining the cell positioning problem 

Firstly, the user identifies positions of candidate cell centres. These are likely positions 

of cells which initially can be entered semi-automatically as a grid of points with each 

point representing a candidate cell centre. Any points where a cell cannot be placed is 

deleted from the analysis by the user. Next, the user assigns co-ordinates to goods 

in/out and to workstations that should not be moved as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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The cell positioning tool determines for each cell the total material handling cost 

between existing positioned workstations (including goods in/out) and each of the 

candidate cell centres for all parts that visit the workstations belonging to the cell. This 

is demonstrated in Figure 3.2 in which CELL_1 is temporarily placed at candidate cell 

centre 2 as a step in the analysis (the analysis requires that each cell be positioned at 

each cell centre). The total material handling cost of all parts travelling between goods 

in/out or the already positioned workstation is calculated based on city-block (non-

diagonal) travel. To determine material handling costs, it is assumed that each 

workstation within the cell has the co-ordinates of the candidate cell centre being 

tested. For workstations not yet positioned, material handling costs are zero. 

For each part, the material handling cost between two workstations (or between a 

workstation and any other pre-defined point) is calculated from information within the 

Cellect database using the following formulae: 

Cd=-
Pa 

Equation 3.1 bv 

d = \xl - x2\ + \y\ - }'2| Equation 3.2 

Cp = Cd.d Equation 3.3 

where; 

Cd is the total cost per distance per production period of a given part using a 

given method of material handling (£/m), 

P is the period demand for the part, 

c, is the cost per minute of the material handhng method (£/min), 

b is the transfer batch size of the part. 
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V is the speed of the material handling method (m/min), 

d is the city-block distance between two workstations (m), 

(xi, yi) are the co-ordinates of first workstation (m, m), 

(X2, ) '2j are the co-ordinates of second workstation (m, m), and 

Cp is the material handling cost of the part between the two workstations per 

production period (£) 

Note that in Equation 3.1, the cost per unit time, c, is used as the cost variable. This 

was chosen as opposed to cost per distance, because it is more appropriate to 

determine material handling cost over a period of time from historical data, especially 

when taking into account time-dependent factors such as depreciation. From the 

discussion above, the total material handling cost of a given cell at a given candidate 

cell centre is: 

p=P 

Cc= YjCp Equation 3.4 

where; 

Cc is the total material handling cost (£) of a given cell, c at a given candidate 

cell centre, 

/? is a part that visits c, 

P is the total number of parts that visit c, and 

Cp is calculated as in equation 3.3 for p travelling between any positioned 

workstation (or other pre-defined point) and the candidate cell centre 
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o 
C E L L 1 C E L L _ 1 IS temporarily placed at 

candidate ce l l centre 2 

= Material flow ; 

Figure 3.2: Material handling at a cell positioned at a candidate cell centre 

Each cell is positioned at each candidate cell centre to determine material handling 

cost. The result for this example is shown in Table 3.1. 

Candidate Cell Centre CELL_1 CELL_2 CELL_3 
I 500 (L) 800 (L) (P) 750 
2 600 1000 800 
3 750 1250 900 
4 750 1100 700 
5 900 1050 600 (L) 

Table 3.1: Material handling matrix 

For each ceU, the candidate cell centre that gives the lowest material handling cost is 

identified. In Table 3.1, these are the elements in the table that are shown in bold, with 

(L) next to the total material handling cost (referred to as (L)-allocation). Out of these, 

the (L)-allocation with the highest total material handling cost is the one that is 

positioned at its corresponding candidate cell centre. In Table 3.1, this is the element 

that has (P) next to the (L)-allocated total material handling cost in CELL_2 (this 
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could be referred to as the (P)-allocation). Figure 3.3 shows the result of the (P)-

allocation of CELL_2 on the shop floor. This method is used because by first 

determining (L)-allocations, the most suitable candidate cell centre is identified for 

each cell. The (P)-allocation then identifies the cell for which positioning at the 

corresponding candidate cell centre would be most cost-effective. 

o 
C E L L 1 

C E L L 2 

Figure 3.3: Effect on analysis when a cell has been positioned 

All workstations within the (P)-allocated cell are assigned the co-ordinates of the 

corresponding candidate cell centre. This cell centre is now excluded from the analysis, 

and the procedure for assigning the remaining cells to candidate cell centres (as 

described in the second paragraph of this sub-section) continues untU all ceUs have 

been positioned. Note that once a cell has been assigned a candidate cell centre, the 

workstations within that cell are used in the analysis to take into account intercell 

travel of parts (Figure 3.3). This should highlight the reason why (P)-allocation takes 

place only one cell at a time. Rather than attempting to position aH the cells in one go, 

positioning one cell at a time means that as more information becomes available during 
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the progression of the analysis, the option of allowing unallocated cells to be 

positioned at various candidate cell centres is maintained. 

The main advantage of this method for identifying cell layouts is the fact that it is run 

only once, allowing the user to position cells one by one; once a cell has been 

positioned, it remains at its allocated location. In this way, the layout algorithm 

proposed may be implemented manually, rather than having to use dedicated software 

such as Cellect. It may appear that the logic of this algorithm is flawed because initially 

cells are positioned without consideration for flows to and from other cells. However, 

to understand this the reader may wish to consider how a layout may be designed 

without the strict methodology of an algorithm. Initially, the first place a cell would be 

positioned is where there is the greatest concentration of material flow. In Table 3.1, 

aU (L)-allocations are either at goods-in or goods-out, which is where one would 

expect most material flow to occur. Having identified where the cell is to be 

positioned, the next decision is to determine which cell to allocate to that position. If 

goods-in has been chosen as the candidate location, it then follows that the cell to be 

positioned near goods-in is the one that has the most material flowing between it and 

goods-in. This is the (P)-allocation discussed above. Once a cell has been positioned 

near goods-in then material flow to and from that cell should also be considered. As 

such the next cell wiU probably be positioned next to goods-in and the already 

positioned cell. This is the logic behind the further iterations that take place. The 

algorithm described simply presents this discussion in a more formal and generic 

manner. 
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3.2.2 Sequencing Tool 

The sequencing of workstations within a cell is an independent task and as such this 

step of the layout algorithm can be carried out before or after the positioning of cells 

on the shop floor. This is not an ideal situation, because it does not take into account 

the positions of workstations in other cells and hence it cannot be carried out to 

minimise the effects of intercell travel. However, in an effective cellular manufacturing 

environment, cells should be as independent as possible to reduce the flow of material 

between ceUs. To aid in satisfying this objective, an effective method for determining 

cell configurations should be employed (such as the Black Box Clustering method 

discussed in the previous chapter) and where intercell travel exists, this should be 

eliminated by either changing the design of parts that travel between cells or by 

improving the capability of cells so that they can manufacture their part families 

independently. The Capability Analysis methods discussed in the next chapter address 

the issue of finding tai-gets for improving cells in this way and ranking these targets in 

order of their priority for improvement. Thus, it is perhaps reasonable to carry out the 

tasks of cell positioning and workstation sequencing independently, particularly as 

these two methods act only as tools to aid (rather than carry out) shop floor layout 

design. 

Workstation sequencing is carried out to minimise total material handUng cost per unit 

distance. By doing this, assumptions are made that the workstations within a cell are of 

the same size and that the distances between them are equal. This obviously is not the 

case, but the idea here is not to determine the exact positions of the workstations 

within the cell, but to identify their relative positions. With this in mind, the first step is 
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to form a matrix of material handling cost per unit distance of parts traveUing between 

all the workstations within the cell. This is done with information from the Cellect 

database using Equations 3.1 and 3.5: 

Cs = ^cd Equation 3.5 
Pcw = \ 

where; 

Cs is the total material handling cost per unit distance (£/m) between two 

workstation, W] and W2 in a given cell, c, 

is a part that travels between w; and W2, 

P is the total number of parts that travel between wi and W2, and 

Cd is calculated as in equation 3.1 

By minimising G between any two workstations, an 

attempt is being made to ensure that part flow 

through the cell is as smooth as possible 

(unidirectional). As such, if smooth part flow is the 

only factor of importance, the cost element can be 

eliminated from Equation 3.1. However, this is 

included to resolve a situation where a possibility 

W o r k s t a t i o n s t o sequence 
a r e A, B, C, D, E 

M a t e r i a l h a n d l i n g c o s t s 
per u n i t metre a r e : 

A B C D 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

B * 25 
C * 5 9 
D * 12 31 16 
E * 16 18 3 10 

Figure 3.4: Example 
sequencing problem 

exists for the allocation of more than one workstation to a given position within the 

sequence. An example of an innercell material handling cost matrix is shown in Figure 

3.4. 

Having formed the matrix in Figure 3.4, the next stage is to identify the element within 

the matrix that has the highest overall total material handling cost per metre. The 
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The f i r s t w o r k s t a t : i o n s 
t o be sequenced a r e 
t h o s e c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o 
t h e element w i t h t h e 
h i g h e s t v a l u e 

A B C D 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

B * 25 
C * 5 9 
D * 12 31 16 
E * 16 18 3 10 

W o r k s t a t i o n sequence so 
f a r i s : B-D 

Figure 3.5: Sequencing of 
the first two workstations 

workstations corresponding to this element will be 

the first to be sequenced. This is shown in Figure 3.5. 

In this example, workstations B and D have been 

sequenced together. 

The next workstation to be sequenced can be placed 

beside workstation B or workstation D, but not 

between them. This decision is made be identifying 

which unsequenced workstation has the highest 

material handling cost per metre between itself and workstation B and which 

unsequenced workstation has the highest material handling cost per metre between 

itself and workstation D. Figure 3.6 shows that workstation A should be placed next to 

workstation B and workstation C should be 

placed next to workstation D. It has to be 

stressed that only two options exist for the 

allocation of workstations to a sequence. Thus, 

the sequencing of workstation E next to B is not 

an option even though the material handling cost 

per metre is greater than that for the possible 

sequencing of C next to D. This option is 

excluded, because workstation A has already 

been selected as the option for workstation B 

due to its greater material handling cost per 

metre. 

B-D c o m b i n a t i o n no l o n g e r 
i n a n a l y s i s 

F i n d elements w i t h h i g h e s t 
v a l u e s Cor sequencing next 
t o B or D 

A B C D 

B * 25 
C * 5 9 
D * 12 16 
E * 16 18 3 10 

P o s s i b l e sequencing i s A-B 
or D-C 

Sequencing t a k e s p l a c e o n l y 
one w o r k s t a t i o n a t a t i m e : 
A-B(25) > D-C(16) so 
sequence A next t o B 

W o r k s t a t i o n sequence so Car 
i s : A-B-D 

Figure 3.6: Sequencing of the 
third workstation 
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Although two options exist for the allocation of 

workstations to a sequence, to allow the analysis 

to sequence workstation A with workstation C if 

required, sequencing should only take place one 

workstation at a time. This is determined by 

which of the two options has the highest value in 

its corresponding element. In this case, 

workstation A is sequenced next to workstation 

B (Figure 3.6), whereas workstation C is left in 

the matrix as an unallocated option. 

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show that sequencing 

continues in the same way until all workstations 

have been allocated a position. Note that in 

Figure 3.7, the decision to sequence workstation 

E next to A, as opposed to sequencing 

workstation C next to D is purely arbitrary. The 

algorithm could be modified to resolve such 

conflicts by perhaps allocating the workstation 

for which the number of parts transferred is 

greatest, or for which the profit contribution 

(discussed in the next Chapter) of the parts being 

transferred is greatest, or according to any other 

user-defined criteria. The final sequence of 

workstations in this example is E, A, B, D and C 

B-? and D-A c o m b i n a t i o n s 
no l o n g e r i n a n a l y s i s 

F i n d elements w i t h h i g h e s t 
v a l u e s f o r sequencing next 
t o A o r D 

A B C D 
************** 

B * 
C * 5 
D * 16 
E * 16 3 10 

P o s s i b l e sequencing i s E-A 
o r D-C 

Sequencing takes p l a c e 
o n l y one w o r k s t a t i o n a t a 
t i m e : 
E-A(16) = D-C(16) so 
a r b i t r a r i l y choose t o 
sequence A next t o B 

W o r k s t a t i o n sequence so 
f a r i s : E-A-B-D 

Figure 3.7: Sequencing of 
fourth workstation 

A-? and D-E co m b i n a t i o n s 
no l o n g e r i n a n a l y s i s 

F i n d elements w i t h h i g h e s t 
v a l u e s f o r sequencing next 
t o E o r D 

A B C D 

16 
3 

P o s s i b l e sequencing i s C-E 
or D-C 

Determine where r e m a i n i n g 
w o r k s t a t i o n i s t o be 
p o s i t i o n e d 
D-C{16) > C-E{3) so 
sequence C next t o D 

F i n a l sequence of 
w o r k s t a t i o n s i s : E-A-B-D-
C 

Figure 3.8: Sequencing of last 
workstation 
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(this is shown in Figure 3.8). 

3.3 User Interaction With Tiie Cellect Layout Tools 

Initially, the user is required to ensure that the Cellect database is up to date and in 

particular has the appropriate material handling data, positions of input/output points, 

co-ordinates of any workstations that have been fixed or already positioned and a list 

of candidate cell centres. The cell positioning tool then determines approximate 

positions of cells on the shop floor by positioning cells at suitable candidate cell centres 

and the sequencing tool determines relative positions of the workstations within each 

cell. 

Once the Cellect Layout Tools have completed their tasks, the user is then required to 

define the exact locations of the workstations. These wil l be positioned as near as 

possible to their corresponding ceU centre, in the sequence prescribed by the tool and if 

possible, in a U-Shape to aid material handling and use by multi-skilled operators 

(Sekijie 1992). Once the workstations have been located, it may be of benefit to 

identify new candidate ceU centres as the exit/entry points of the cells (or use their 

actual centres) and then rerun the Cell Positioning Tool to confirm that cells are ideally 

positioned. 

3.4 Summary 

This Chapter concentrated on the second stage of cell design, namely the positioning 

of the cells on the shop floor. It described two cost-based algorithms, called the Cellect 

Layout Tools, for determining approximate cell positions and the sequence, or relative 

positions, of the workstations within them. It then becomes the responsibility of the 
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user to determine exact locations of the workstations by taking into consideration 

other, mainly qualitative factors. 

In Chapter 5, the Cellect Layout Tools are applied to an industrial example. Before 

that, in the next chapter. Capability Analysis methods for determining targets for 

continuous improvement wi l l be discussed, an objective of which is to increase the 

independence of cells. As has been discussed, this is a key requirement for accurate use 

of the Cellect Layout Tools. 
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4. Capability Measurement for Cellular 
Manufacturing Systems 

4.1 The Need For Manufacturing Capability Analysis 

Cell design does not end when workstations have been positioned. Because of the 

ever-changing environment within which a manufacturing organisation operates, it is 

essential to define procedures for the measurement of capabilities in order to identify 

the organisation's ability to adapt to the various situations it may encounter. In other 

words, it is necessary to identify the ability of the manufacturing organisation to 

achieve its strategic objectives. This chapter concentrates on one aspect of assessing 

this ability and provides a methodology to determine how well a manufacturing 

organisation is performing in terms of cellular manufacturing objectives. Measures of 

performance in terms of these objectives are used to identify the organisation's 

manufacturing capability. 

Capability is the extent to which an organisation is achieving required performances 

with respect to pre-defined criteria. Capability Analysis (CA) are the methods for 

determining capability. 

The calculation of capabilities is essential for the efficient management and 

continuous improvement of a cellular manufacturing system and, in general terms, is 

achieved in three steps: 'data recording, data analysis and problem solving' 

(Schonberger 1986). More specifically, this can be interpreted as: 
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(i) Identify the criteria required for the analysis within the context of the 

organisation's strategic objectives and extract the data that define these 

criteria. 

(i i) Carry out Capability Analysis with respect to the identified criteria such 

that realistic targets for improvement are determined. 

( i i i ) Carry out improvements and update data for further analysis. 

This Chapter w i l l present a methodology for carrying out CA. Section 4.2 discusses 

the selection of factors for the analysis, Section 4.3 discusses previous methods of 

assessing performances, Section 4.4 examines the objectives of CA, Section 4.5 

discusses the details of the CA proposed in this research and Section 4.6 demonstrates 

CA using a simple example. A more realistic implementation of CA is discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

4.2 Deciding What to Measure 

The performance measures used must be chosen to reflect the context within which 

the analysis takes place. This is recognised in terms of general business performance 

measurement by Schonberger (1986), Lynch and Cross (1991) and Maskell (1991) 

who all emphasise the need for strategic objectives to be reflected within performance 

measures. More specifically, within the scope of cell design, Williams et al (1993) 

determine cell definitions and criteria by first establishing 'essential company 

features, aims and philosophies'. The performance measures used within Cellect 

reflect the objectives of cellular manufacturing discussed in the previous chapters and 

are presented in Section 4.5.1. 
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4.3 A Common Method of Analysis for all Performance 

Measures 

Performance measuring has traditionally been carried out within a company using 

management accounting which provides financial information to managers at various 

levels and customised to suit the needs of the parties to which they apply (Lanigan 

1992). Disadvantages of management accounting have been outlined by Maskell 

(1991) who includes in his list the fact that this form of measurement is restricted by 

the needs of financial accounting and as such is inflexible, irrelevant and impedes 

progress in world class manufacturing. 

Within the context of manufacturing systems and cell design, performances have 

traditionally been determined using mathematical methods (Askin and Stanbridge 

1993, Logendran 1993, Benjaafar 1995) and simulation (Morris and Tersine 1994, 

Massay et al 1995, Chan et al 1995). These methods suffer because they do not tell the 

user how to improve the system; they simply identify the effects of different changes. 

Attempts have also been made to carry out cell design using expert systems such as 

the rule-based system of Basu et al (1995) and the simulation/neural net/rule-based 

hybrid system of Chen and Sagi (1995). These provide suitable frameworks to carry 

out cell design that consider strategic objectives as well as technical factors. However, 

none of these systems attempt to identify capabilities and hence are unsuitable for 

every day use within a changing manufacturing environment into which new products 

are being introduced and where demands change as the different products progress 

through the various stages of their l ife cycles. 
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4.4 Objectives of Capability Analysis 

The purpose of CA presented in this project is to provide a generic methodology for 

comparing performances of different factors measured in different ways. The aim is to 

provide a list of targets for improvement prioritised in such a way so that the target at 

the top of the list is the one in most need of improvement and the target at the bottom 

of this list is the one with least need for improvement. The concepts of CA wi l l now 

be briefly summarised within the context of the above discussion. These concepts and 

the terms in italics are explained fu l ly in Section 4.5. 

4.4.1 Performance Indices in Capability Analysis 

The steps required to compare different types of data within the manufacturing system 

are as follows. 

• Referring back to Section 4.1, it can be seen that the first step of 

CA is to identify the criteria to be included in the analysis. 

• In general terms, each specified criterion is a capability factor and 

the measure (or value) of any item of data for that capability factor 

is its capability score. 

• A collated group of capability scores should all be similar. 

Preferably all capability scores within a collated group should be 

the same as the group's required capability score. 

• Capability scores are defined so that any score above the required 

capability score is a capability deficiency and any score below is a 
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capability excess. Capability analysis targets only those scores that 

have a capability deficiency. 

• In order that CA can be used for analysing different capability 

factors using the same methodology, a marginal capability is 

defined. This is a capability score expressed as a percentage of the 

required capability score for the collated group to which the 

capability score belongs. 

• By taking into account the improvement potential of the capability 

score and importance to the manufacturing system (identified using 

factor weighting and profit weighting), a marginal capability can be 

converted into a priority confidence score (PCS). 

The PCS is in effect a performance index, the advantages of which are highlighted by 

Lynch et al (1991) and are management summary, showing overall performance and 

not overwhelming with detail. The same authors also give disadvantages of 

performance indices as burying critical information and obscuring needed actions. CA 

overcomes these disadvantages by being structured in such a way that performances 

are shown at various capability levels such that higher levels provide greater overview 

and lower levels provide greater detail. This is done by having a recovery schedule for 

each capability level. A recovery schedule is a list of priority confidence scores for a 

given capability level ranked so that the highest PCS (target in most need of 

improvement) is at the top of the recovery schedule and the lowest PCS is at the 

bottom. By using the concept of transparency it is possible to take a target that is 
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shown at a higher level and break it down into its constituent targets at more detailed, 

lower levels. 

4.4.2 Carrying Out Improvements 

Continuous improvement should be carried out within a defined perspective. 

According to the Law of Diminishing Returns, increases in benefits become smaller 

for proportional increases in resources allocated to a given task (Woolfe et al 1987). 

Hence, for example, it is both costly and ineffective to aim for a set-up time of zero 

for all operations when the single-minute changeover defined by Shingo (1986) may 

be adequate. In the same way, it is necessary to avoid the Icarus paradox, whereby 

actions that contributed to success are extended to the point where they cause decline 

(Mil ler 1990). Thus, for each group of capability scores that should be similar (the 

collated group) there should also be identified a cut-off point beyond which resource 

allocation for improvement is inadvisable. This is the required capability score and 

forms the focus of all CA activities. Required capability scores, although not ideal 

measures, should reflect the best improvement that the system is capable of achieving 

at that time. Within Cellect, a required capability score for a collated group of 

capability scores is defaulted to the best capability score within that group. In other 

words, i f the user is not able to supply Cellect with a level of performance that the 

system should be achieving then required capability scores are the best levels of 

performance that the system is presently achieving. I f the default required capability 

scores are unsatisfactory then the user can alter them to reflect more realistic or 

ambitious improvement requirements using reference data such as the results from 

previous improvement projects, vendor data or benchmarking data. 
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CA does not implicitiy address the human aspects of continuous improvement. Of 

particular importance is the fact that in order to carry out the improvements that are 

the targets in the recovery schedule, it is necessary to have in place a management 

structure that allows all employees to be involved in the activities that streamline the 

manufacturing organisation. With a tool such as CA that relies on different types of 

information, a method of feedback through the various management levels should be 

in place so that every employee feels he or she is part of the system and is thus 

encouraged to suggest and carry out improvements to better the organisation (anon 

1989). It is probably because cellular manufacturing makes such a method of feedback 

more practical that there is little resistance to the change that takes place when 

converting f rom a functional to a cellular layout (Wemmerlov and Hyer, 1989). 

According to Fan and Gassmann (1995), improvements are tackled more effectively i f 

employees are able to measure the amount of improvement that takes place. In this 

way it is a desirable feature of CA that all improvements are carried out to attain 

specific levels of performance, as defined by the required capability scores. More 

specifically, the use of required capability scores that are generally identified from 

successful improvements (best capability scores) provides a method that allows 

continuous improvement to be carried out in a piece-meal fashion and allows progress 

to be assessed against specific targets. Rather than stating that an overall improvement 

in set-up time is required, it is far better to state that 'our present target is to reduce the 

set-up time of workstation x by y seconds'. Further more, the fact that required 

capability scores, particularly those defined as best capability scores, are continually 

reassessed shifts the management of improvement away from achieving overall 

improvement for all workstations (for example) to targeted improvement of individual 
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workstations. This suits the 'situational management' approach of Lean Production 

methods that renders manufacturing practices tacit (Johnston 1995). It is only in this 

way that effective cellular manufacturing can take place and it is for this reason that 

the abolishment of planning-centred production is Sekine's (1992) first objective for 

achieving one-piece production. 

The above considerations have all been taken into account when developing the 

concepts of CA now discussed in detail. 

4.5 Capability Analysis 

The purpose of CA carried out within this project is to examine the performances at 

the operation, part, product, workstation and cell levels of a manufacturing system and 

assign a priority to each performance to form a ranked list of actions to be undertaken 

at each of those levels. The objectives of CA are: 

(i) To obtain the most benefit f rom a given resource allocation. 

(i i) To build flexibili ty into the manufacturing system. 

(i i i ) To create responsive systems lowering the time taken to work up to fu l l 

production levels when introducing new products. 

The fol lowing subsections discuss the concepts and terminology of CA. 

4.5.1 Capability Factor 

A capability factor is a criterion for capability assessment. 
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The capability factors used within Cellect are operation cost, processing time, set-up 

time per part, number of defects, time spent producing defects, cost of defect 

production, workstation down time, labour time, labour cost, part similarity, 

workstation usage, nominal part lead time, material handling distances, material 

handling times and material handling costs. These are defined and discussed in 

Section 4.5.4. 

4.5.2 Capability Score (s) 

Capability score is a value of a capability factor. 

For example, 0.25 minutes per part is a capability score for the set-up time capability 

factor of a given operation, 10 minutes per production period is the capability score 

for the down time for maintenance capability factor of a given workstation, and 300 

metres per production period is the capability score for the intercell travel distance 

capability factor of a given cell. In order to ensure the consistency of CA, particularly 

when defining improvement potential (explained later in Section 4.5.8), capability 

factors should be defined so that their optimum capability scores equal zero. For 

example, for effective cellular manufacturing, each workstation within a cell should 

serve all the parts belonging to the cell's part family. Let 

, pw 
mp = Equation 4.1 

pew 

where; 

mp' is the part similarity of workstation, w (initial definition), 

Pw is the number of parts that visit w, and 
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Pew is the number of parts that visit the cell, c to which w belongs 

This should be adequate enough to describe the extent to which a given workstation 

serves a cell's part family. Given that it is desirable to ensure that the block diagonal 

form of a workstation/part matrix is dense (see Chapter 2), an optimum condition 

exists in terms of the part similarity capability factor i f each workstation serves all 

members of the cell's part family. To describe this ideal condition in such a way that 

optimum capability score is zero, it is necessary to define capability scores for the part 

similarity capability factor as 

mp= I - mp' Equation 4.2 

where; 

mp is part similarity capability score 

Because in equation 4.1, an optimum situation occurs when part similarity is one (p„ = 

Pew), equation 4.2 is used to define the part similarity capability factor used in this 

project. With this definition, optimum capability score for part similarity capability 

factor w i l l equal zero, as required to ensure CA consistency. 

Capability scores used in Cellect are discussed in greater depth in Section 4.5.4. 

4.5.3 Units And Capability Levels 

A cellular manufacturing system, as modelled in this project, is made up of cells. Each 

cell contains a group of workstations and each workstation carries out a set of 

operations. A manufacturing system can also be considered as containing products 

and part families (defined as the group of parts belonging to a cell - see Chapter 2) 

made up of parts manufactured by a set of operations. 
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The model of a manufacturing system in this project comprises five units. These are 

cell, workstation, product, part and operation. Units represent the elements of 

manufacturing that CA seeks to improve. 

Capability factors are defined so that their capability scores correspond only to the 

unit that the capability factor seeks to address. For example, travel distance for a given 

part is defined as the total distance travelled by material between the operations 

required to manufacture the part. Travel distance for a product, on the other hand, is 

defined as the total distance travelled by all of the parts that make up the product. 

A capability level is a group of capability factors that address a given unit. Hence, in 

this project, there are five capability levels: one for each unit. 

Capability scores can only be measured at capability level. For example, workstation 

usage capability scores can only be measured at workstation level, operation cost 

capability scores can only be measured at operation level, intercell travel distance 

capability scores can only be measured at cell level and so on. However, CA also 

provides a methodology to allow capability factors measured at one capability level to 

be represented at higher levels. These are the calculated capability scores discussed in 

the next section. For example, CA is able to determine the material handling cost 

capability of an operation relative to other operations that should be similar and then 

determine the material handling cost capabilities of the operation's corresponding 

workstation, cell, part and product. The abstraction of data at various levels can be 

expressed in terms of one level being higher than another. For the above example, a 

material handling cost for a cell (sum of all material handling costs associated with the 

cell) is more aggregate than the material handling cost associated with an operation 

taking place in the cell. The same applies to the other cell level capability factors as 
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w i l l be shown in the next section. Hence, cell level is said to be higher than 

workstation level. 

4.5.4 Calculated Capability Scores 

A calculated capability score is a high level capability score derived from lower level 

capability scores. 

For example, the set-up time of a part is the sum of set-up times per operation of the 

all the operations required to manufacture the part; the intercell travel distance is the 

sum of all distances travelled by a cell's corresponding parts where those parts enter 

or leave the cell. Figure 4.1 shows capability scores for all capability factors at each 

capability level. The figure includes capability scores that are directly measured (those 

in the figure that are not numbered) as well as capability scores that are calculated 

(those in the figure that are numbered). 

KEY: 

HIGHER 
CAPABILITY LEVEL 

group of items in 
lower level that define 

each item in higher level 

m e a s u r e s a n d c o r r e s p o n d i n g funct ions 
from group in lower leve l required to de termine 
c a l c u l a t e d m e a s u r e in higher level 

LOWER 
CAPABILITY LEVEL 

resulting capabilty factor 
(calculated if numbered, otherwise 
directly measured) 
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(A) OPERATION LEVEL: 

OPERATION LEVEL 

processing time 

set-up time 

defect rate, time and cost 

operation cost 

travel distance, time and cost to 
next & from previous operations 

(B) PART LEVEL: 

PART LEVEL 

operations required 
to make part 

1. s u m of processing times (P) 
2. sum of set-up times per part (S) 
3. s u m of defect rates, t imes (D) and costs 

per part 
4. s u m of travel d istances, times (T) and costs 

per part 
5. P + S + D + T 
6. s u m of operation costs 

OPERATION LEVEL 

1. processing time 

2. set-up time 

3. defect rate, time and cost 

4. travel distance, time and cost 

5. nominal lead time 

6. operation cost 
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(C) WORKSTATION LEVEL: 

WORKSTATION LEVEL 

parts that vistit workstation 
and workstation's cell 

operations carried out 
at workstation 

labour time and cost 

down time 

1. workstation usage 

2. distance, time and cost of 
travel to and from workstation 

3. part similarity 

. (sum of (set-up time per part + processing 
time + defect time per pari) + down time of 
worlislalion) / production period 

. sum of distances, times and costs for 
travel by operations to and from 
wortetation 

. 1 - (tfie number of parts tliat visit the 
worl<station / the number of parts 
that visit the wor1<station's cell) 

OPERATION LEVEL 

(D) PRODUCT LEVEL: 

PRODUCT LEVEL 

operations required to make 
all component parts 

- # 1. travel distance, time and cost 

1. sum of travel distances, times and costs 
per part 

OPERATION LEVEL 
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(E) CELL LEVEL: 

CELL LEVEL 

operations carried out 
within cell 

1. sum of travel distances, times and costs 
of operations that visit other cells 

OPERATION LEVEL 

1. travel distance, time and cost 

Figure 4.1: Directly measured and calculated capability scores used in Cellect 

These capability factors have been selected to reflect the objectives of cellular 

manufacturing as outlined by Wemmerlov and Heyer (1989): 

• to reduce set up times by using part family tooling and sequencing 

• to reduce flow times by reducing set up and move times, wait times 

for moves and using small transfer batches 

• to reduce inventories and market response times 

• to develop independent sociological units conducive to team work 

WORKSTATION 

PRODUCT 

PART 

OPERATION 

Figure 4.2: Summary diagram for calculated capability scores 
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Figure 4.2 summarises Figure 4.1 by showing the data flows between capabihty levels 

for calculated capability scores. Note how data flows from the lowest possible level 

(operation level) to ensure accuracy of calculated capability scores at higher levels. 

Referring back to Figure 4.1, this data flow happens in the following way. 

(A) Operation Level Capability Scores 

Operation level is the lowest, base level and as such no calculated capability scores 

can be determined from lower levels, since there are none. Hence, capability scores 

for all capability factors are determined directly at this level. These are: 

• Processing time 

• Set-up time 

• Defect rate, time and cost 

• Operation cost 

• Travel distance, time and cost for material handling to the next 

operation 

• Travel distance, time and cost for material handling from the 

previous operation. 

(B) Part Level Capability Scores 

Operation level capability factors are also represented at part level. Part level 

capability scores are calculated from the sums of corresponding capability scores for 

operations required to make each part. For example, the processing time capability 

score for a part is the sum of processing time capability scores for all the operations 

required to make the part and the material handling time capability score for a part is 
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the sum of operation level material handling time capability scores between the 

operations required to make the part. There is one additional capability factor at part 

level, which is nominal part lead time. A capability score for this factor is determined 

by summing the part level's processing time, set-up time, defect time and material 

handling time for a given part. 

(C) Workstation Level Capability Scores 

Calculating capability scores for workstation level cannot be done from operation 

level capability factors, except for material handling capability factors (distance, time 

and cost). This is because within the context of CA, these factors at workstation level 

make no sense. For example, if a workstation level processing time capability score 

was to be defined as the sum of operation level processing time capability scores for 

all the operations that take place at the workstation, then from the discussion in 

Section 4.4.2, it would be a requirement that all processing times of a collated group 

of workstations should, through the process of improvements, become the same. This 

clearly makes no sense, since different workstations carry out different activities and 

so there should be no attempt, for example, to force the processing times of a drill to 

be the same as those of an oven! 

The capability factors for which capability scores are direcdy measured are labour 

time, labour cost, and down time for maintenance. There are also three capability 

factors that have capability scores that are calculated. These are workstation usage, 

material handling performances (distance, time and cost) and part similarity. Part 

similarity was discussed in Section 4.5.2. Material handling performances are simply 

sums of distances, times and costs of all operations travelling to and from the 

workstation in question. Workstation usage is defined as follows: 
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u = 

i=I 
Dj + 2 , Pi ni. {sij + pij + dij) 

i=\ Equation 4.3 

where; 

u is the usage of workstation j, 

Dj is the down time of j per production period, 

/ is an operation that takes place at j, 

I is the total number of operations that take place at j. 

Pi is the period demand of the product belonging to /, 

n, is the number-off per product of the part belonging to /, 

Sij is the set-up time per part of / at j, 

Pij is the processing time of / at j, 

dij is the down time per operation of / at j, and 

T is the production period 

Note that, although usage is calculated, more accurate data may be obtained through 

methods such as shop-floor data capture and simulation (see Chapters 1 and 6). The 

same also applies to nominal part lead time, measured at part level. 

(D) Product Level and (E) Cell Level Capability Scores 

At product and cell levels, material handling distance, time and cost are the only 

capability factors analysed. At product level, these scores are determined for material 

handling between the operations required to manufacture the product and at cell level 

they are determined for all operations entering or leaving the cell (intercell travel). 
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As the following sections will show, due to the generic nature of CA, other factors 

may be used to extend the scope of the analysis to reflect different strategic objectives, 

as discussed in Section 4.2. 

4.5.5 Collating 

Collating is the act of grouping together capability scores that should be similar. 

For example, in Chapter 2, cell configurations were determined to identify groups of 

dissimilar workstations (cells) producing groups of similar parts (part families). The 

parts in a part family should be as similar as possible in terms of the processing 

conditions required to make them. Thus, the capability scores for each capability 

factor at part level, whether directly measured or calculated (see Figure 4.1) should all 

be similar within a given cell. The parts belonging to a product, on the other hand, can 

be wildly different and so a group of similar parts at product level cannot be defined. 

Hence, the capability scores for part level capability factors can be collated to cell 

level (each collated group is a part family), but not to product level. Collating for each 

capability level is defined as follows. 

(a) Operation level collated groups. A collated group at operation 

level is the set of operations taking place at a given workstation. 

Capability scores for selected factors for operation level CA 

should be similar for all operations at the given workstation. 

(b) Workstation level collated groups. A collated group at 

workstation level is the set of workstations belonging to a given 
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cell. Capability scores for selected factors for workstation level 

CA should be similar for all workstations at the given cell. 

(c) Cell level collated groups. A collated group at cell level is all the 

cells in the manufacturing system. Capability scores for selected 

factors for cell level CA should be similar for all cells in the 

manufacturing system. 

(d) Part level collated groups. A collated group at part level is all the 

parts belonging to the part family of a given cell. Capability 

scores for selected factors for part level CA should be similar for 

all parts in a given part family. 

(e) Product level collated groups. A collated group at product level 

is all the products in the manufacturing system. Capability scores 

for selected factors for product level CA should be similar for all 

products in the manufacturing system. 

Capability Level Collated To Defined By 

Operation Workstation Operations taking place at a given workstation 

Workstation Cell Workstations belonging to a given cell 

Part Cell Parts belonging to a cell's part family 

Cell Cell All cells in the analysis 

Product Product All products in the analysis 

Table 4.1: Collating activities within Cellect 
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It should be noted that capability scores can be collated to the same capability level at 

which they are measured. For example, intercell travel cost, which is a cell level 

capability factor, is compared with all the intercell travel costs in the system. This is 

because cells should be as independent as possible and it is in this respect that all cells 

are similar. This is why at cell level only material handling performances are assessed. 

These are intercell distances, times and costs (Section 4.5.4), and the requirement is 

that all these should be similar (as low as possible). 

The above discussion is summarised in Table 4.1. Figure 4.3 is a summary diagram 

showing how data is collated within the whole Cellect system. 

C E L L 

WORKSTATION 

PRODUCT 

PART 

OPERATION 

Figure 4.3: Summary diagram showing collating activities 

4.5.6 Required Capability Score (Sr), Best Capability Score (Sa) and 

Worst Capability Score (Sz) 

One of the objectives of CA is to improve the capability scores within a collated group 

to that set as the required capability score for that group. As discussed in Section 

4.4.2, a required capability score in most cases need not be defined as the optimum 

capability score. Rather, it is far better, when carrying out improvements to aim for a 
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capability score that is attainable. Within a collated group, where all capability scores 

corresponding to a given capability factor should be similar, the capability score 

identified as being the best in that group should in most cases be set as the required 

capability score. 

This is represented in Figure 4.4 which shows a set of collated capability scores. In 

other words, these capability scores corresponding to a given capability factor should 

all be similar. They are, however, as one might expect, different. As a result, it is 

possible to identify within this group a best measure and a worst measure. 

Best capability 
score, Sa 

Optimum 
capability score, /[ 

So = 0 

Required 
capability score, s , 

Worst capability 
score, s. 

^ capability 

Capability 
score, s 

Figure 4.4: Representation of a group of collated capability scores 

As stated in Section 4.5.2, capability scores should be defined so that the optimum 

capability score is zero. Thus, in Figure 4.4, capability scores increase from best to 

worst, with the best capability score nearest the optimum and the worst furthest away. 

It can be seen from this figure that, as previously stated, a sensible and attainable 

required capability score within this group of scores is the best capability score. The 

objective of an improvement team, therefore, is to lower the other capability scores to 

the level of this best capability score. 

Targets for improvement within a collated group are those that have capability scores 

that are greater than the required capability score. 
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In certain circumstances, it may be better to set the required capability score as 

something other than the best capability score. For example, if all set-up times within 

a collated group are approximately the same, but unsatisfactory, then by carrying out 

SMED techniques (Shingo 1985), it is quite reasonable to eventually achieve single-

minute changeovers. In this case, the required capability score would be lower than 

the best capability score (Figure 4.5). 

Required Best capability i Worst capability 
capability score, s, — i score, ŝ  . / score, ŝ  

<XEI> 
capability 

capability deficiency 

Figure 4.5: Effect of setting the required capability score nearer the optimum 

value 

An example of a situation where a required capability score might be set to be greater 

than the best capability score is for workstation usage, defined in Section 4.5.4 as the 

proportion of time the workstation is running. This is a workstation level capability 

factor that is collated to cell level. Doing so implies that all usages within a cell 

should be similar. However, as shown in Figure 4.6, it is often the case that a cell may 

contain a workstation that is hardly ever used. If the usage of this workstation is 10%, 

then the required capability score for the collated group to which this workstation 

belongs would also be 10%. Since the aim of CA is to reduce capability scores to that 

set as the required, it would be necessary to invest resources to force all usages within 

this group down to 10%. This, of course, is unreasonable and a far more satisfactory 

usage for any workstation is around 80%, since then workstation capacity is not 
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exceeded but usage is at a level that ensures the workstation is busy and hence 

justifying its expenditure. Thus, to avoid unnecessary effort to force usages down to as 

far as 10%, it is far more reasonable to force the required capability score to be 80% 

(or thereabouts) and in this way avoid unnecessary allocation of resources. With this 

adjusted required capability score, the only targets for improvement (that is, those 

workstations that have a capability deficiency) are those workstations that have a 

usage that exceeds 80%, whereas those workstations that have capability excess 

(usage less than the required capability score of 80%) are excluded from the analysis. 

This situation is shown in Figure 4.6. 

Best capability 
score, Sa 

Worst capability 
^^^''^^ / score, s. 

capability score, s. 

10% :80% :100% 
•4 M -

s < Sr is capability excess • Capability 
(not included in analysis) deficiency 

Usage capability 

Figure 4.6: Effect of setting required capability score nearer worst capability 

score 

An issue that might warrant further investigation as an alternative to the above is to 

define workstation usage capability scores as a function of required workstation usage. 

This would reduce user involvement in setting required capability scores, particularly 

when it is desirable to have workstation usage above a certain level to justify 

expenditure. For example, it may be more reasonable to define the usage required 

capability score for workstations within a given cell as a range between 30% to 80% 
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and anything outside that as unsatisfactory. Bearing in mind that optimum capability 

score should be zero, a conditional equation for usage capability scores might be: 

5 = M - 0.8 for M > 0.8 

5 = 0 . 3 - M for M < 0.3 

5 = 0 for 0.3 < M < 0.8 Equation 4.4 

where; 

s is the capability score for workstation usage capability factor at a given 

workstation, and 

u is workstation usage 

Within Cellect, however, user set required capabilities cannot be defined as functions 

and so the above concept has not been implemented. 

In all cases where the required capability score is to be different from the best 

capability score, in order to have effective continuous improvement, the required 

capability score must be an improvement over the worst capability score. To reduce 

the time spent inputting data, the required capability score within Cellect is by default 

set as the best capability score, although a facility exists to allow the user to change 

this. 

4.5.7 Band Width (mrz), Capability Deficiency (c) and Marginal Capability 

(Cm) 

As discussed so far, within a collated group of capability scores which should be 

similar, there will be a worst capability score and a required capability score 



(defaulted to the best capability score). The difference between the two capability 

scores is the band width (Figure 4.7): 

Equation 4.5 

where; 

Srz is the band width of a collated group of capability scores for a given 

capability factor, 

Sz is the worst capability score in that collated group, and 

Sr is the required capability score in that collated group 

Total Band Width = s„z 

Band Width = s„ 

Optimum 
capability 
score, So 

Required 
capability 
score, Sr 

Worst 
capability 
score, S I 

Capability deficiency 
of capability score, s 

Capability 
score, s 

Figure 4.7: Capability Analysis concepts 

In order to make planning easier and the control of the manufacturing system simpler, 

it is desirable to have as small a band width as possible. This is demonstrated by the 

concept of part families, where in order to make scheduling easier and the control of 

individual cells more predictable, the parts within a part family must have similar 

processing requirements. An extreme case of the part family concept is to be found 

within flow-manufacturing processes wherein workstations are generally dedicated to 

a single operation. This makes the whole manufacturing system controllable for the 

mass production of a small number of products. This is because at operation level. 
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where the number of operations at each workstation is one and the required capability 

score is the best capability score, the band width equals zero. Hence, at operation level 

there are no specific targets for improvement. 

If a flow-manufacturing system is considered as a single cell, then workstation level 

capability factors such as down time and workstation usage are all collated together. 

Thus, it is easy to find targets for improvement, because for example, for the usage 

capability factor, the workstation with the worst usage capability score (highest usage) 

in the whole system (or cell) is the one targeted for improvement. However, usages 

are mainly made up of operation level capability scores (in particular, set-up time and 

processing time capability factors), for which band width equals zero so that although 

improvements are required at workstation level, no specific targets can be found at 

operation level. Thus in such organisations, where continuous improvement was bom, 

the only improvement targets are those identified at workstation level, whereas there 

are no operation level targets and so operation level improvements are carried out in 

an ongoing, almost opportunistic manner. 

For this example, in order to employ CA within a flow manufacturing environment for 

planned and targeted continuous improvement, required capability scores have to be 

set for the usage capability factor (as discussed in the previous section). Any 

workstation that has a usage above that level would be one that needed to be 

concentrated on. By looking at the operations of these targeted workstations, required 

capability scores could be set manually for factors such as set-up time, processing 

time, transfer times and so on. Efforts would then have to be directed to lowering the 

capability scores of these identified operations to the required levels and in this way 
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bring down the usage capability scores of the targeted workstations. This enables 

improvements to be less opportunistic and more focused. 

Within a cellular manufacturing system that aims to provide the benefits of flow 

manufacturing within a medium variety, medium volume environment, the concept of 

band width is necessary to control and improve the effectiveness of the manufacturing 

system to handle a greater variety of products. The tools for reducing band width fall 

into two broad categories: 

(a) methods for improving processes to provide consistency for a 

larger variety of operations, and 

(b) methods for improving the design of products so that a smaller 

variety of parts is able to serve a greater number of products 

For a given capability score within a collated group, the difference between it and the 

required capability score is the capability deficiency (as shown in Figure 4.7): 

c = s - Sr Equation 4.6 

where; 

5 is a capability score within a collated group, 

Sr is the required capability score for that group, and 

c is the capability deficiency of s 

The worst capability score will have the greatest capability deficiency and it is this 

capability score that should be targeted when attempting to reduce band width (band 

width equals capability deficiency of the worst capability score). Given that CA aims 

to reduce band widths, i f a capability score other than the worst capability score is 
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targeted and reduced, then this will have no effect on the band width. In fact, if it is 

reduced to less than the required capability score, then the band width will become 

greater, as will the need to reduce the worst capability score! (See Figure 4.8) It is also 

necessary to reduce all capability scores simultaneously. This is because band width 

becomes smaller only if the worst capability score is reduced, but still remains greater 

than the next worst capability score. Thus, targeting only the worst capability score 

will produce a limited benefit defined by the difference between it and the next worst 

capability score (this can be deduced from Figure 4.8), although the result of a 

reduction of the worst capability score will tend to have a knock-on effect on other 

capability scores in the collated group (for example, reducing the set-up time at a 

workstation to reduce the set-up capability score of a targeted operation will tend to 

reduce the set-up times of all the operations that take place at the workstation). Hence 

the following definition is valid: 

Band width is the total amount of lacking capability and is defined as the difference 

between the required capability score and the worst capability score. Band width 

reduction is desirable and only takes place by targeting the capability score with the 

greatest capability deficiency. This will always be the worst capability score. 

Further more, when band width has become small enough, it becomes necessary for 

the user to reduce the required capability score and force it nearer the optimum level. 

This idea is enforced by CA and discussed in the Section 5.8. 
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Improvement carried 
out on worst 

capability score 
without changing 

other capability scores 
New position of 

New band width 

Original position 
of S j 

capability 

Improvement 
carried out 

band width 
Schange resulting 

^from improvement 

Original band width 

Figure 4.8: Limitation of reducing only the worst capability score 

When comparing capability scores corresponding to different capability factors, in 

order that they can all be assessed in the same way, it is necessary to convert them into 

marginal capabilities. 

A marginal capability is the capability deficiency as a proportion of band width, 

expressed as a percentage. 

Cm= % 
Srz 

Equation 4.7 

where; 

c is the capability deficiency of a capability score, s within a collated group, 

Srz is the band width of the collated group, and 

Cm is the marginal capability of s 

At any particular level, given that all factors are equally important and that the 

necessity to reduce each capability score is the same, then ranking the marginal 
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capabilities for all capability scores corresponding to all capability factors in 

descending order will produce a list of improvement targets. This list is a basic 

recovery schedule. 

A recovery schedule is a list of improvement targets ranked in order of priority. 

At the top of the recovery schedule will be the worst capability scores and at the 

bottom will be the best capability scores. The most important aspect of the recovery 

schedule is the fact that capability scores corresponding to different capability factors 

can be compared alongside one another. Of course, different capability factors have 

different levels of importance and the necessity to reduce different capability scores 

varies according to how much improvement can actually be achieved. In the following 

subsections, these considerations are taken into account to form a realistic recovery 

schedule using priority confidence scores (PCS values). A PCS is a marginal 

capability weighted according to its need for improvement. 

4.5.8 Optimum Capability S c o r e (So), Total Band Width (Soz) and 

Improvement Potential (1) 

When working with marginal capabilities, particularly when comparing different 

capability factors with one another, the units of the individual capability scores 

become irrelevant. Because marginal capabilities are proportional, it is difficult to 

visualise how much improvement is actually achieved by reducing a band width by, 

say, 10%. An example of another issue that needs to be considered is that a one 

minute reduction in the set-up time of operations for a drill which has a worst 

capability score of 2 minutes is more significant than the same reduction for die 

changeovers at a press with a worst capability score of 8 hours. 
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Although CA does not attempt to achieve optimum capability scores, the above issues 

can be tackled by favouring those actions that make the most progress towards the 

optimum. To include this within CA, it is necessary to remember that since the 

objective of CA is band width reduction, the first capability score to be targeted in a 

collated group is the worst capability score. 

The total band width is the amount of lacking capability the worst capability score 

has from the optimum: 

Soz = Sz - s„ Equation 4.8 

where; 

s„^, is the total band width of a collated group of capability scores, 

Sz is the worst capability score of the collated group, and 

s„ is the optimum capability score for the collated group 

This is shown in Figure 4.7. 

To indicate that more benefit can be achieved by having a required capability score 

nearer the optimum, it is necessary to define an improvement potential. 

For a collated group, the improvement potential is the band width expressed as a 

proportion of total band width: 

1 _ ^''^ 
^ - Equation 4.9 

Soz 

where; 

/ is the improvement potential for a collated group of capability scores, 

Srz is the band width of the collated group, and 



Sot is the total band width of the collated group 

Thus, i f two capability scores are exactly the same but belong to different collated 

groups and all else is equal, then the capability score with the highest improvement 

potential should take precedence. Also, if a collated group has a very low 

improvement potential, then the required capability score should be altered so that it is 

nearer to the optimum. 

To make matters more manageable within Cellect, optimum capability scores for all 

capability factors are set to zero (see Section 4.5.2): 

Hence, 

7 = 1 - ^ 
Sz 

Equation 4.10 

Equation 4.11 

where; 

Sr is required capability score for a collated group, and 

is the worst capability score for the collated group 

4.5.9 Factor Weighting (Wp) and Profit Weighting ( WR) 

Not all capability scores are the same and as such a weighting should be applied to 

indicate the importance of a given capability score to the analysis. The weightings 

used within Cellect fall into two categories. These are factor weightings and profit 

weightings. 

Factor weightings indicate the importance of each capability factor to the analysis 
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These are constrained as follows: 

F=NF 

Y^WF = \ Equation 4.12 
F=\ 

where; 

F is a capability factor in the analysis, 

NF is the total number of capability factors in the analysis, and 

WF is the factor weighting corresponding to each factor, F 

Factor weighfings are user-defined and must be chosen to reflect the objectives of the 

analysis. If, for example, the objective is to streamline material flow through the 

factory, then travel distance, time and cost factor weightings should be given the 

highest values. 

The next type of weighting is profit weighting which attempts to indicate in financial 

terms the value of a given capability score. This could be defined in any number of 

ways, but 

within Cellect, profit weighting is the net contributing profit of a unit as a proportion 

of the total net profit per production period: 

P=NP 

R= Equation 4.13 
P=\ 

PU = NPU 

Ru= ^RP" Equation 4.14 
Pu = l 

Equation 4.15 

where; 
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R is the total net profit per production period, 

Ru is the contributing net profit of a particular unit, u (operation, workstation, 

cell, part, or product), 

WR is the profit weighting of u 

Pu is a product, P associated with u (the product a given operation serves at 

operation level, a product a given workstation serves at workstation level, a 

product a given cell serves at cell level, the product a given part belongs to at 

part level, or the product itself at product level), 

Npu is the total number of products associated with u, 

Rpu is the net profit of P„ per production period, 

P is any product in the analysis, 

Np is the total number of products in the analysis, and 

Rp is the net profit of P per production period 

R is constant and the same for all levels, whereas /?„ is the same only for all capability 

factors for a particular unit. For example at operation level, only one product is served 

by each operation (within Cellect, an operation is attached to only one part) and hence 

Ru is the net profit of the product that is made up of the part that the operation serves. 

At cell level, it is not uncommon to see WR equal to one, because a given cell can 

serve all products within the system so that /?„ equals R. 
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4.5.10 Priority Conf idence S c o r e s (S) , Transparency And The Target 

Identification Leve l 

A priority confidence score (PCS) is a marginal capability that has been weighted to 

reflect the improvement potential, factor importance and financial value of the 

capability score being analysed. 

For each capability score, the PCS is: 

S = I{aWF + {\- a)WR]c„, Equation 4.16 

where; 

S is the PCS of a given capability score. 

Cm, I, WF and WR are the marginal capability, improvement potential, factor 

weighting and profit weighting respectively, and 

a is an emphasis parameter to force the analysis to be factor-oriented or 

profit-oriented and is constrained as follows: 

0 < a ; < l Equation 4.17 

In Section 4.5.7, a simple recovery schedule was developed by ranking in descending 

order the marginal capabilities of various capability scores. By using PCS values 

instead of marginal capabilities, the recovery schedule is able to provide a much more 

realistic overview of the improvement requirements within a system. 

Since the objective of the recovery schedule is to identify targets for improvement, to 

make it a useful tool, those targets have to be transparent and the recovery schedule as 

a whole must not be cluttered with irrelevant targets. 
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Transparency is the ability to take a target at one level and to identify constituent 

targets at lower levels. 

To this end, it is more useful to have separate recovery schedules for each capability 

level. Transparency can then be achieved as follows: 

1. Select a target from a high level recovery schedule. 

2. Identify a group of related capability scores at a lower level. 

3. Filter the recovery schedule for that lower level to show targets for this 

related group only . 

4. Select a target from this filtered group and go to step 2. 

HIGHER LEVEL 
RECOVERY 
SCHEDULE 

Target 1. 
Target 2. 
Target 3. 
Target 5. 
Target 6. 
Target 7. 

.. etc. 

FILTER OUT RELEVANT 
LOWER LEVEL TARGETS 

LOWER LEVEL 
RECOVERY 
SCHEDULE ] 
Target 1. 
Target 2. 
Target 3. 
Target 5. 
Target 6. 
Target 7. 

,.. etc. 

Figure 4.9: Using transparency to filter a lower level recovery schedule 

This way, lower level targets can be identified to tackle a specific target at a higher 

level (Figure 4.9). For example, if at the top of a cell level recovery schedule there is a 

capability score corresponding to intercell travel cost, one group of related capability 

scores will be the travel costs to and from the workstations that make up the cell. 

These would be found in the workstation level recovery schedule. This workstation 

recovery schedule could then be filtered to show only those records for which (a) the 
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capability factor is intercell travel and (b) the workstations are those belonging to the 

cell being examined. This filtered workstation level recovery schedule would show in 

descending order of PCS values the following information: workstations, PCS values, 

marginal capabilities, capability scores, required capabilities and any other data that 

might aid the user in determining an improvement strategy. A filtering of the 

operation level recovery schedule for any of these workstation level capability scores 

would provide yet more detail to the analysis. Thus, in this way specific operations 

can be identified to improve capability scores for, what in this example, is a cell level 

target. In the next subsection, which shows how to represent capability factors 

measured at one level as performances at higher levels, the concept of transparency 

becomes even more useful. 

To remove some of the less critical targets from a recovery schedule, a target 

identification level (TIL) can be employed. 

A target identification level is a marginal capability below which targets are not 

included in the recovery schedule. 

Using a TEL creates a recovery schedule showing only those targets that once tackled 

will yield significant improvements to the manufacturing system. The TIL should be 

set near 100% to emphasise the highest marginal capabilities, since as previously 

explained, an improvement is not productive within the objectives of CA if it does not 

lower any worst capability scores (100% marginal capabilities). 
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4.5.11 Represent ing Capability s c o r e s a s Performances at Higher 

L e v e l s 

Another important requirement of CA is to be able to take capability factors that are 

either directly measured or calculated and represent them at a higher level. For 

example, set-up times are measured at operation level. It makes perfect sense to 

identify the set-up time of a given operation as being 25 seconds per part, but how is 

the set-up time of a workstation determined? A couple of possibilities might be the 

total or average set-up time of all the operations that take place at the workstation. 

This, however, does not take into account the fact that some workstations have fewer 

operations taking place at them, thus implying that to reduce workstation set-up time 

it is adequate to simply eliminate operations. Although this is true to a certain extent, 

a profitable manufacturing system is not one that does not have any operations taking 

place within it! 

The answer to the above question is that it is not the set-up time of a workstation that 

is determined, but its set-up performance. PCS values identify the performances of 

operations such that one capability score is better than another because it has a lower 

PCS, irrespective of which workstation it belongs to. By averaging the PCS values for 

a given capability factor of all operations that take place at a given workstation, the 

performance of that workstation can be determined in terms of the PCS values of its 

corresponding operations. This is true for all capability levels such that: 

T=NT 

S'=—— Equation 4.18 
NT 

where; 
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5' is a higher level performance of a given unit, u for a capability factor, F that 

is determined (directly or calculated) at a lower level, L, 

r is a target in the level L recovery schedule, for which capability factor is F 

and unit is u, 

NT is the total number of targets in the in the level L recovery schedule, for 

which capability factor is F and unit is u, and 

ST is the PCS value corresponding to T 

KEY: 

HIGHER LEVEL 

collated group 
from lower level 

capability factor for which PCS 
-O is averaged to determine 

performance at higher level 

WORKSTATION LEVEL: 

WORKSTATION LEVEL 

corresponding operations 

I—O processing time 

—O set-up time 

—O operation cost 

—O defect rate, time and cost 
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PRODUCT LEVEL: 

PRODUCT LEVEL 

component parts 

corresponding operations 

I—O processing time 

—O set-upt ime 

—O operation cost 

I—O defect rate, time and cost 

lead time 

CELL LEVEL: 

CELL LEVEL 

workstations belonging 
to cell 

corresponding operations 

I—O processing time 

—O set-uptime 

—O operation cost 

—O defect rate, time and cost 

—O down time 

—O workstation usage 

—O labour time and cost 

—O part similarity 

Figure 4.10: Lower level PCS values represented at higher levels 

Thus, the set-up performance of a given workstation is the average set-up PCS value 

of all the operations that take place at the workstation. Figure 4.10 shows the 

performances that are determined within Cellect at each capability level for capability 

factors that are not directly measured or calculated at that level. Figure 4.11 is a 

summary diagram showing how data flows within Cellect to determine indirectly 

measured performances. 
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C E L L 

W O R K S T A T I O N 

P R O D U C T 

P A R T 

O P E R A T I O N 

Figure 4.11: Summary diagram showing data flows for performances 

Note that no operation level performances have been determined at part level. This is 

because, as described in Section 4.5.4, all operation level capability factors are 

represented at part level as capability factors for which capability scores have been 

calculated. Also, to make the analysis more comprehensible, performances are only 

determined from capability scores that are wholly responsible for corresponding 

performances at higher levels. For example, if a part p is made by two cells, cell a and 

cell b, then both cell a and cell b affect the nominal lead time of p. Thus, the nominal 

lead time performance of cell a is affected by the inadequate capabilities of cell b and 

vice-versa. This makes building the recovery schedule difficult, since then the cell 

level nominal lead time performances for both cell a and cell b would have to be 

represented as a single target which is not valid within the current software structure 

of Cellect (see Chapter 5). Besides, all the elements that contribute to a nominal part 

lead time are represented as cell level performances of operation level capability 

factors (see Section 4.5.4). Other possible performances that have been ignored in the 

current version of Cellect for the same reason as above are product level workstation 
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usage performance, part level workstation usage performance and workstation level 

nominal part lead time performance. 

4.6 Capability Analysis Example 

The following example is intended as an aid to understanding the concepts described 

in the previous sections. It shows how to determine the PCS value of a capability 

score for a given capability factor and then goes on to demonstrate how a recoveiy 

schedule is built up for four collated groups of capability scores, each of which is 

determined at one of two different capability levels. This example is also intended to 

act as an insight into how CA can be implemented manually. 

4.6.1 Capability Leve ls and Capability Factors 

Workstation level and operation level are the two capability levels chosen for this 

example. The capability factors for which capability scores can be determined (either 

directly or calculated) are as follows. 

Operation Level Workstation Level 

Set-up time Down time 

Operation cost Usage 

4.6.2 Collating and Capability S c o r e s 

Cell design has taken place from which can be identified groups of workstations 

(cells) and groups of parts (part families). These are the groups into which capability 

scores are collated and in each collated group, performances should be similar. In this 
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example, capability scores for operation level capability factors corresponding to a 

given workstation should be similar and capability scores for workstation level 

capability factors corresponding to a given cell should be similar. Hence operation 

level capability scores are collated to workstation level and workstation level 

capability scores are collated to cell level (see Table 4.1). 

A set of capability scores for a collated group of set-up times per part (this capability 

factor is measured at operation level) for all operations at a singe workstation, W l , are 

as follows: 

Operation Capability Score (set-up time per part at W l ) 

OpA 25 

OpB 15 

OpC 20 

OpD 35 

4.6.3 Band Width Diagram 

The above capability scores can now be represented within a band width diagram, as 

shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Total Band Width = 35 

Band Width = 20 

10 20 l30 
OpB OpC OpA OpD 
0 5 10 20 

Capability Deficiencies 

Capability Scores 

Best 
(Required) 

Worst 

Figure 4.12: Band width diagram for example data 

For the whole collated group, the following information can be identified from Figure 

4.12: Band width diagram for example data: 

Worst capability score, Sz. 

Best capability score, 5 „ : 

Required capability score, Sr = Sa-

Band width, Srz = - s/. 

Optimum capability score, s„: 

Total band width, s„z = s^, - s,,: 

35 

15 

15 

20 

0 

35 

Improvement potential, / = — or / = ! - — : 0.57 
Soz Sz 

4.6.4 Determining P C S For A Capability S c o r e 

OpA will be looked at in more detail in order to demonstrate how a PCS is 

determined. The first stage is to determine a marginal capability corresponding to a 

capability score, sopA for OpA: 

Capability Deficiency, c = sopA - s/. 10 
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c Marginal capability, cm = — %: 50 % 
Srz 

The next stage is to combine the marginal capability with the improvement potential, 

factor weighting, profit weighting and emphasis parameter. If OpA serves a part 

belonging to a product that brings in £1000 net profit per production period and the 

total net profit of all the products in the system is £4000 per production period, then 

the profit weighting Wr of OpA is 0.25. Let it also be assumed that the user has 

considered set-up time capability factor important enough to be allocated a factor 

weighting Wf of 0.8. The emphasis parameter is set at 0.5. PCS can now be 

determined as follows: 

= 0.57 * {(0.5 * 0.8) + (0.5 * 0.25)} * 50 

= 15 

The PCS values for each of the other capability scores at each level are calculated in 

the same way. Examples PCS values are as follows: 

Operation Level Set-up PCS Operation cost PCS 

OpA 15 12 

OpB 0 15 

OpC 7.5 20 

OpD 30 0 

Workstation Level Down Time PCS Usage PCS 

W l 0 30 

W2 12 0 
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W3 15 

4.6.5 Initial Recovery Schedules 

The PCS values corresponding to each capability factor are without units and so can 

be compared alongside one another. The result of ranking these values are recovery 

schedules for each capability level: 

Operation Level Recovery Schedule 

Operation Factor S s Sr 

OpD Set-up 30 35 15 100 

OpC Opn Cost 20 20 10 100 

OpB Opn Cost 15 17 10 70 

OpA Set-up 15 25 15 50 

Workstation Level Recovery Schedule 

W station Factor S s Cm 

W l Usage 30 1.20 0.90 100 

W3 Usage 15 1.09 0.90 75 

W2 Down time 12 25 5 100 

W3 Down time 7 15 5 50 

Note that the full recovery schedule for each level is not shown. This is because a 

target identification level filters out marginal capabilities that are less than 50%. Note 
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also that in the operation level recovery schedule, the third and fourth targets have the 

same PCS values and are therefore ranked according to marginal capabilities. The user 

may wish to choose an alternative method for resolving such conflicts. For example, 

ranking according to improvement potential. 

4.6.6 Representing PCS Values At Higher Levels 

For each unit at a higher level (in this example, for each workstation), averaging 

related PCS values for lower level capability factors (in this example, averaging set-up 

time and operation cost PCS values of operations that take place at each of the 

workstations) allows lower level capabilities to be represented at higher capability 

levels. 

In this example, OpA, OpB, OpC and OpD are carried out at W l and so averaging out 

set-up time and operation cost PCS values of these operations will allow these 

capability factors to be represented at workstation level. To determine these averages, 

the data used is that from the recovery schedule: 

W l set-up time performance = (30 + 15) / 2 = 22.5 

W l operation cost performance = (20 + 15) / 2 = 17.5 

These PCS values can now be added to the workstation level recovery schedule: 

Workstation Level Recovery Schedule Including Wl Lower Level Performances 

W'station Factor S s Sr 

W l Usage 30 1.20 0.90 100 

W l Set-up 22.5 -
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W l Opn Cost 17.5 - - -

W3 Usage 15 1.09 0.90 75 

W2 Down time 12 25 5 100 

W3 Down time 7 15 5 50 

4.6.7 Transparency 

Transparency is used to identify targets at a lower level that correspond to a target at a 

higher level. In this example, where the workstation recovery schedule includes 

average PCS values, it is necessary to identify the targets corresponding to those 

values. For example, in order to carry out transparency to identify the causes of the 

second most critical target in the workstation recovery schedule, it is necessary to 

filter the operation level recovery schedule to show only those targets for which (a) 

the capability factor is set-up time and (b) correspond to operations taking place at 

W l : 

Operation Level Recovery Schedule Filtered To Show Only Those Targets 

Corresponding The Second Most Critical Target In The Workstation Level 

Recovery Schedule 

Operation Factor S s Cm 

OpD Set-up 30 35 15 100 

OpA Set-up 15 25 15 50 
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From this it can be seen that in order to eliminate the second target in the workstation 

level recovery schedule, it is necessary to concentrate efforts to reduce the set-up 

times per part of OpD by 20 seconds and the set-up times per part of OpA by 10 

seconds. Note also that reducing the set-up time of OpD by more than 10 seconds 

without reducing the set-up time of OpA will not provide any more benefit, since OpA 

will then have the worst capability score and will therefore become the focus of 

attention. 

4.7 Summary 

An important element in the design and management of cellular manufacturing 

systems is the ability to determine capabilities. This Chapter described the 

methodology of Capability Analysis (CA) to form a recovery schedule of targets for 

improvement ranked in order of priority. The main aspect of CA is the ability to 

compare different factors alongside one-another. This is done by determining priority 

confidence scores (PCS values) which are capability scores (measures of 

performance) represented as proportions of required capability scores adjusted to take 

into account improvement potential, factor importance and financial considerations. 

Recovery schedules are produced by ranking the PCS values for each capability level 

(cell, product, part, workstation and operation). Targets at a higher level can be broken 

down into more detailed targets at a lower level using the concept of transparency. 

The main objectives of CA are: 

• Compare unlike capability factors in the same recovery schedule 

• Filter out the lower level causes of higher level targets 
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• Encourage improvements that provide the most benefit for a given 

resource allocation. 

In the next Chapter, all the concepts so far discussed are implemented within Cellect. 

This is a software tool for the design, management and continuous improvement of 

cellular manufacturing systems, which amongst other activities, is able to carry out 

CA for all the factors and levels shown in Figure 4.1. 
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5, Cellect Software 

5.1 Impiementation 

CELLECT SYSTEM 
for cell design, management 
and continuous imorovement 

Black Box 
Qustering takes 
routings from the 
database and 
returns cell 
configurations for 
use by the other 
tools 

SHOPfl-OOR 
LAYOUT 

X X 

. X 

Cellect Layout tool takes cell 
configurations, material handling 
details and candidate cell positions 
from the database and returns cell 
positions and workstation sequences 
(workstation positions are fine-tuned 
by the user) 

CELLECT 
LAYOUT 

TOOL 

RECXJVERY 
SCHEDULE 

BLACK 
BOX 

CLUSTERING 

CELLECT 
DATABASE CAPABILITY 

ANALYSIS 

Capability Analysis 
takes performance 

data from the 
database and 

returns Recovery 
Schedule of 

improvement 
requirements 

( ^ ^ U L A T I O N ^ ( ^ ^ ^ P A B L E ^ 

TIMES, COSTS, 
QUEUE LENGTHS, ROUHNCSS 

ETC. 

T = ? 
£ = ? I J\ Q = ? 0 0 0 

LDCTERNALELEMENrrS 

External Elements aid automation and accuracy 
of data fed into the Cellect database 

Figure 5.1: Representation of the Cellect system 
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To demonstrate the concepts discussed in the previous chapters, a software system has 

been developed that incorporates a database, the three Cellect tools (Black Box 

Clustering, Cellect Layout Tools and Capability Analysis) and a basic user interface. 

Figure 1.3 (which was discussed in Chapter 1 and is reproduced above for the reader's 

convenience as Figure 5.1) shows the three Cellect tools connected to a common 

database. There are two main reasons for using a common database. These are: 

(a) To prevent duplication of the data inputted thus saving time and 

making data entry less error prone, and 

(b) To facilitate the sharing of data between the Cellect tools and to 

make each tool independent. 

As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the database acts a central storage facility to which 

each of the tools can pass data and from which they can retrieve information. In order 

that the Cellect tools can be independent, it is thus necessary to have no data transfer 

between them and so instead any data movement is done only via the database. Before 

continuing with a description of Cellect, it is first necessary to explain some database 

terms (in this work, the term database refers to the modem definition of a relational 

database, which is a collection of data tables, as opposed to the traditional database 

which is a single data table). 

• A database is a set of tables, with each table containing a category 

of information (workstations, parts, material handling and so on). 

• Each table is made up of fields, with each field corresponding to an 

item of information (for example, in the workstations table, 
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'workstation name', 'cell that the workstation belongs to' and 

'included in analysis' are fields). 

• Each table is a collection of records, where each record contains 

entries in all the fields for a specific item (for example in the 

workstations table, a Cincinnati Sabre 750 is an item; the 

workstation name, cell that it belongs to, down time, labour cost, 

etc. together make up the record for this item). 

The database is populated either by user input or by a program. Any data that has been 

entered automatically can be modified by the user. More about relational databases 

can be found in Hentzen (1995). 

The programming of Cellect required the use of a relational database application 

developer. Microsoft Visual FoxPro version 3 was chosen because it has all the tools 

necessary to build an efficient relational database, has a suitable programming 

language and has object-oriented form-building tools. 

The development of the Cellect application and the concepts described in the previous 

chapters are demonstrated using example data based on that required to manufacture 

two electro-mechanical products. This has been obtained from a local manufacturer. 

Where data could not be obtained, this was guessed. 

5.2 Required Data 

When setting up Cellect, the first task is to provide inputs into those fields that require 

data. The data required from the user is shown in Table 5.1 (the Table column refers to 

the database table names; Inputted Data are the field names; a tick in B, L or C 
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indicate that the inputted data is used by Black Box Clustering (B), Cellect Layout 

Tools (L) or Capability Analysis (C); and Notes provides additional information to aid 

understanding) 

Table Inputted Data B L C Notes 
Products Product name •/ 

Demand -/ per production period 

Net profit •/ 

Workstations Workstation name this also includes exit/entry 
points and other locations 
where operations takes place 

Cell that workstation 
belongs to 

•/ default cell names are 
allocated to workstations 
automatically although the 
user may in some 
circumstances want to 
identify new cells 
by default, any workstation 
not belonging to a cell is 
given a cell name NONE -
the user may want to force 
this cell name to a 
workstation 

Included in analysis? by selecting whether or not a 
workstation is included in the 
analysis, the user can store 
data for machines not in the 
factory (eg state-of-art 
machines) 
this field can also be used to 
temporarily hide workstations 
from either Black Box 
Clustering or the Cellect 
Layout Tools 

X co-ordinate •/ either inputted to fix the 
position of a workstation that 
cannot be moved or fine-
tuned after running the 
Cellect Layout Tools 

y co-ordinate •/ see above 

Labour grade required 
to operate workstation 
Labour time at 
workstation 
Down time of 
workstation 

Parts Product name •/ y to which part belongs 

Part name -/ 

Part code -/ -/ unique identifier 

Part family that part 
belongs to 

•/ as with cell names in the 
workstations table, the user 
may force a part into a pre
defined part family (the part 
will have to be excluded from 
the analysis) 

Number off per parent product 

Batch size 
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Included in analysis as with similar field in 
workstations table, the user 
can choose whether or not to 
include parts not yet designed 

Operations Part code each operation serves only 
one part 

Feature name identifies what process takes 
place 

Sequence each part requires a 
sequential set of operations -
this field identifies where in 
that sequence the operation is 
(see Figure 5.2) 

Visiting point workstation or entry/exit 
point at which the operation 
takes place 

Previous point 
Next point 
Material handling 
method from previous 
point 
Material handling 
method to next point 
Transfer batch size 
from previous point 

, / 

Transfer batch size to 
next point 

•/ 

Operation cost 
Processing time •/ 

Set-up time per batch 
Defects per million parts 

Material handling Material handling 
method 

•/ 

Speed -/ metres per minute 

Cost •/ >/' per minute 

Labour Labour grade 
Rate corresponding to 
grade 

•/ 

Candidate cell centres X co-ordinate this table can be generated 
automatically if candidate 
cell centres are a grid of 
points (user then deletes 
unwanted cell centfes) 

y co-ordinate 
Capability factors Factor name •/ 

fc_oplev this is an index 
corresponding to how priority 
confidence scores for a given 
capability factor are 
calculated at cell level (1 -
PCS determined at this level, 
2 - marginal capabilities 
averaged to determine 
performances of workstation 
level capability factors, 3 -
performances determined for 
operation level capability 
factors, 0 - capability factor 
not measured at this level) 
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fc_prlev index for product level (1,3 
and 0 as above, 2 -
performances determined for 
part level capability factors) 

fc_wslev index for workstation level (1 
and 0 as above, 2 - equivalent 
to 3 above) 

fc_ptlev index for part level (1 and 0 
as above) 

fc_oplev index for operation level (1 
and 0 as above) 

order of data retrieval -/ index corresponding to order 
in which information is 
retrieved to be stored in 
Capability Analysis arrays -
please refer to listing in 
Appendix) 

Factor weighting -/ 

Required measures Unit ^/' cell, workstation, product, 
part or operation 

Capability factor 
Required measure only add records to this table 

for required measures that are 
not best measures 

Miscellaneous Emphasis parameter 
Target identification 
level 
Production period hours 

Features Feature name this table is used only for 
error checking - when 
entering a record in the 
operations table, tiie 
workstation has to be capable 
of producing the operation's 
feature 

Workstation name 

Table 5.1: Data Cellect requires from user 

operation 

part 

Figure 5.2: Each part should be defined as a sequence of operations 

The procedure for inputting the data in Table 5.1 into the database is described below 

and is done through forms such as the one shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Identify the products in the analysis and input relevant data. 

From routings, identify the workstations required. Into the 

workstations table input labour grade, operator time and down 

time. The 'included in analysis field' is Boolean and by default is 

set to true. Workstations can be added to the database but excluded 

from the analysis by setting included in analysis to false. If the 

workstation needs to be forced into a user-defined cell then a cell 

name should be provided and the workstation should be excluded 

from analysis prior to running Black Box Clustering. Set co

ordinates for workstations that should not be moved. Identify 

locations of other points parts visit and set the cell names for these 

to NONE (if positions are known, these should be provided and the 

points should be excluded from the analysis by setting 'included in 

analysis' to false; if positions are not known, then exclude from 

Black Box Clustering only). Ensure the labour table contains the 

labour grade entered. If it does not, an error occurs and the user is 

prompted to check the input. 

From product bill of materials and the routings determine inputs for 

the parts table. Note that the part code is a unique identifier that 

links a given part with a given product; i f two products have the 

same part, then that part will have two part codes: one for each 

product. Also, as with workstations, a part may be excluded from 

the analysis by setting the 'included in analysis field' to false. 
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• Use the routings and manufacturing data to f i l l in the operations 

table. Cellect checks to see if the workstation at which the 

operation takes place is capable of producing the feature. This is 

done by determining whether or not the operation's workstation 

and feature are in the same record in the Features table. If an error 

occurs, make sure the feature can be produced by the workstation 

and if it can then add the feature/workstation combination to the 

features table. Errors also occur i f part codes, workstation names 

and material handling methods are not in their corresponding 

tables. 

• If the Cellect Layout Tools are to be used then ensure candidate cell 

centre co-ordinates are entered in the appropriate table. A program 

has been written to set candidate cell centre co-ordinates as a grid, 

or alternatively, the user can set these manually. 

• In the capability factors table, the user need only be concerned with 

entering factor weights against corresponding factor names. The 

fc_cllev, fc_prlev, fc_wslev, fc_ptlev, fc_oplev and order of data 

retrieval fields are there to aid the developer (or super-user) when 

adding extra capability factors or extra capability levels. Capability 

Analysis is carried out by pulling data out of the database, storing it 

in arrays and then using generic methods to produce the Recovery 

Schedule. The program knows how to deal with each capability 

factor at a given capability level from the index fields and knows 
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when to pull out data from the value in the order of data retrieval 

field. 

• If a required measure of a given capability factor for a given 

collated group is to be a value that is different to the best measure 

of that group then this can be specified. 

• Finally, a, TIL and the production period need to be entered. 

Operation detai ls 

Operation details 
code:, 5UE010A21P1 s« |uenco 

(eatirr ilNDUCTOR iing p o W i l BRAKES ASSY BENCH 

t»8¥iouspoW:JSTART b r o u ^ b y . HAND 

next pot* 1MECHETRONICS 

aitloncost: 

Inquantitmot 

defectsperirtlion I SSOOJOO 

set-i2)tlR» per pert BfliBCI ttyie pefj n won 

ewiecl cost per mifcn 

dtstance from frevtous ' lime tram previou 3 .000 > cost from previout 

Bg»o«'t find I P i i ^ l Sava I [^ertjl De le te ! Eyit 

Figure 5.3: Example data entry form 

The example data (see Section 5.1) was inputted into the database. This was a lengthy 

and painstaking procedure, made easier by the fact that data entry was done via 

customised data entry forms such as the one shown in Figure 5.3. These were 

modified versions of those produced automatically by the Fox Pro 'Form Wizard' and 

provided a common user interface that made accessing and updating data easy. The 

process of entering Cellect data manually highlighted the need for effective data 

management and also highlighted the benefits of tools such as CAPABLE, discrete 
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event simulation and shop floor data capture (see Chapter 1) to automate the accurate 

input of data. 

5.3 Running the Cellect Tools 

The main objective of this section is to identify the data required to run each Cellect 

tool and to identify the data that each tool supplies the database. This information is 

needed so that the user can decide what data it is necessary to update prior to running 

any of the tools. This section will also present the results that each tool produces from 

running the example data used in this project. 

It is intended that when using Cellect to carry out cell design from scratch, Black Box 

Clustering, Cellect Layout Tools and Capability Analysis should be run in that order. 

This can be seen from the stages of cell design in Chapter 1, Figure 5.1 and the data 

required by each tool shown in Table 5.1. The following subsections are therefore 

presented in such a way so as to show how Cellect can be used to determine cell 

configurations, use the configurations to aid the user in positioning of workstations on 

the shop floor and identify improvements required based on the activities occurring on 

the redesigned shop floor. 
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5.3.1 B lack Box Cluster ing 

Table Required Data Notes 

Workstations Workstation name 
Included in analysis having this set to false for a workstation may exclude parts from the 

analysis (see below) 

Parts Part code 
Included in analysis some parts may be excluded from the analysis even if included in 

analysis is set to true - this happens if all operations for this part are 
carried out by workstations excluded from the analysis (included in 
analysis set to F A L S E in the workstations table) 

Operations Part code 
Visiting point 

Table 5.2: Cellect data required to run Black Box Clustering 

Table Data Inputted Notes 
Parts Part family that part 

belongs to 
the algorithm assigns cell names such as 
C E L L _ I , C E L L _ 2 , etc. 
parts excluded from the analysis are 
assigned to the NONE cell 

Matrix number corresponds to numbers in Figures 5.4a 
and b 

Workstations Cell that workstation 
belongs to 

as with family names 

Matrix number as for parts 

Table 5.3: Data supplied to the database by black box clustering 

ackB 
• • ^ • • • • • • • • • K M 

Parts 
1 1 1 1 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 8 1 2 3 4 
1 + 
2 + + 
3 + 
4 + 
5 + 
6 + + 
7 + 
8 + 
9 + + 

18 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Workstat i ons 

+ + + 
+ + + + 

Figure 5.4: Initial workstation-part matrix 
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Parts 
1 1 1 1 1 

2 3 5 1 4 ? 7 8 1 0 6 4 3 
9 + 

12 + 
15 + + + 

3 
16 
10 

6 
1 

14 
8 ; 

11 
2 
5 
4 

17 
13 

7 
kforkstat i ons 

+ 
+ + 

+ 
+ + + 

+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 

• + • • 

Figure 5.5: BDF produced after running BBC 

Black Box Clustering takes the data in Table 5.2 and converts it into a workstation-

part incidence matrix. The data used in this project produced the matrix shown in 

Figure 5.4. The algorithm then proceeds as described in Section 2.3 to produce a 

block-diagonal form (BDF) such as the one shown in Figure 5.5. BDF quality 

statistics (Section 2.3.3) are displayed and the user is prompted to select whether or 

not the database should be updated based on this information (for example, if BDF 

quality was poor, the user may want to try another routing option). If the user selects 

to update the database, the information supplied to the database is shown in Table 5.3. 

In this example, the statistics are as follows: 

BDF Q u a l i t y ( C e l l e c t Output) 

Number of C e l l s : 4 

La r g e s t C e l l : 

S m a l l e s t C e l l : 

5 Workstations 

2 Workstations 

The matr i x c o n t a i n s a t o t a l of 26 elements of which 0 (0.00%) are 

exceptions 
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BDF Density: 38.81% 

The above statistics and figures show that running BBC on the example data produced 

four totally independent cells. However, the average density of 39% is low and this 

can be seen in Figure 5.5 in which there are very few crosses in the first two blocks. 

This indicates that utilisation of the workstations in these cells may be low 

(Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan 1986b). However, Cellect allows the user to view 

and alter cell configurations manually using forms such as the ones shown in Figure 

5.6 and Figure 5.7. If so desired, the number of cells in the BDF could be increased by 

configuring cells as shown in Figure 5.8. In this figure, the resulting blocks are much 

more dense, but less independent as can be seen from the number of exceptional 

elements that now exist. It is felt that cell independence is more important than cell 

density and so the configurations produced automatically by BBC (Figure 5.5) is used 

for the rest of the analysis. 

Workstation groups 

Workstation groups 
Cell name | C E L L _ 1 

BROACH M/C LAPOINTE 4 2 24 3 
HARDINGE 11 INCH 3 2 20 9 
MEDDINGS DRILL 2 2 16 12 
R O T Y SURF BLANCHARD 1 8 12 IS 
TRAUB TND 360 5 2 28 16 

Delete 

Figure 5.6: Workstation groups form 
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Part families 

Part families 
CeiLnama C E L L 1 

Part code 
METALLIC CARRIER 5UE010B2P1 

SUE010C301P1 FRICTION FLANGE ERD10 
5UE010C200P1 MOVING ARMATURE ERD10 
5UE010C121P1 INDUCTOR 
5UE010C500P2 ERD1Q HUB 1SMM BORE ER010 
WR198C40P1 END PLATE 

ACTUATOR 

OttOBI 

Figure 5.7: Part families form 

B l a c k B o x Cluster ing - Matrix 

Parts 

Morkstat ons 

Figure 5.8: Possible alternative cell configurations for example BDF 

5.3.2 The Cel lect Layout Tools 

As described in Chapter 3, the Cellect Layout Tools are made up of the Cell 

Positioning Tool and the Sequencing Tool. These can be run independently from each 

other (and the other Cellect tools). In the following description, Cell Positioning was 
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carried out first, then Sequencing. The example also shows how the positions of the 

candidate cell positions were updated to allow an iterative approach to solving the 

layout problem. 

The data required to run the Cell Positioning Tool is the same as that required for the 

Sequencing Tool except that the Cell Positioning Tool also requires the positions of 

candidate cell centres. This data is shown in Table 5.4. 

Table Data Required Notes 

Workstations Cell that workstation 
belongs to 
Workstation name 
X co-ordinate for workstations that cannot be moved 

Y co-ordinate as above 

Candidate cell centres X co-ordinate 
Y co-ordinate 

Operations Visiting point 
Previous point 
Next point 
Material handling method 
from previous point 
Material handling method 
to next point 
Transfer batch size from 
previous point 
Transfer batch size to next 
point 

Parts Part code 
Number off 

Products Product name 
Demand 

Material handling Material handling method 
Speed 
Cost 

Table 5.4: Data required for Cellect layout tools 
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Figure 5.9: Shop floor prior to allocation of cells to candidate cell centres 

Note that parameters can also be set to vary the grid of candidate cell centres, such as 

the grid size, the grid spacing and the grid start points, although at present this is not 

done via the database. Instead, these are altered in the source code of the grid 

producing program. 

Figure 5.9 shows the example shop floor, the dimensions of which were 50 x 30 

metres. For the list of candidate cell centres, a grid size of 10 metres squared was 

chosen and started 5 metres from each boundary. The name and positions of 

workstations that could not be moved were: paint spray booth (25, 25), ovens (35, 25), 

inspection (45, 25) and ERD cell (5, 5). These workstations were excluded from the 

analysis ('included in analysis' set to false as described in Section 5.2), which in this 

case means that their locations were used to determine travel costs of parts visiting 

them, but the Cell Positioning Tool is not able to override their co-ordinates. 
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Goods come in at point (50, 5) and exit the shop floor at point (50, 25). An entry/exit 

point for an adjoining, separate sub-contractor is at (5, 30). Points (45, 5) and (45, 15) 

are also deleted from the list of candidate cell centres to keep an area around the 

material entry point clear for access and for a set of partitioned offices. 

With this data, the Cell Positioning Tool proceeds as described in Section 3.2.1. When 

complete, Cellect asks the user whether or not the database should be updated. If the 

answer is yes, the x and y co-ordinate fields for each workstation in the analysis (in 

the workstations table) are updated with the co-ordinates of their corresponding cell. 

For the example data, the Cell Positioning Tool allocated cell centres as follows: 

CELL_1 (5, 25), CELL_2 (35, 5), CELL_3 (15, 25), CELL_4 (25, 5) and BRAKES 

(35, 15). From the number and estimated sizes of the workstations in each cell, it was 

decided that more appropriate cell centres might be as follows: CELL_1 (5, 20), 

CELL_2 (30, 5), CELL_3 (15, 20), CELL_4 (25, 15) and BRAKES (35, 15) (this is 

shown in Figure 5.10). To confirm these positions, the list of candidate cell centres 

was changed to the co-ordinates of the proposed cell centres and the Cell Layout Tool 

was re-run and showed that the new assignment of cell centres was indeed valid. 
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B O O M 

C E L L . l C E L L 3 

C E L L 4 BRAKES 
E R D 
C E L E 

C E L L 2 

Goods In 

Figure 5.10: Final positions of cell centres 

The Sequencing Tool requires all the data shown in Table 5.4, except the table of 

candidate cell co-ordinates. As far as the user is concerned, all that needs to be done is 

for the tool to be initiated and then once the algorithm described in Section 3.2.2 has 

completed, he or she needs to confirm whether or not the database ought to be 

updated. If the answer is yes, each workstation in the workstations table that has been 

included in the analysis is given a sequence number corresponding to its relative 

position within its cell. 

The user now assign co-ordinates to the workstations within each cell based on where 

the workstation's cell centre is positioned (the results of the cell positioning tool) and 

the relative position of the workstation within the cell (the sequence numbers 

generated by the sequencing tool). Figure 5.11 shows the final arrangement of the 

workstations on the shop floor, the details of which can be shown via a form such as 

the one in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.11: Workstation layout and some of the flows between them 

The flows shown in Figure 5.11 indicate that the positioned cells are independent 

since material rarely travels out of the cells except when arriving from goods in or 

leaving to the finished goods stores. This was to be expected from the results of BBC 

described in Section 5.3.1 which produced cell configurations that had no exceptional 

elements. The only cell which has material travelling to other cells is the Brakes 

Assembly Cell (the oval shape in the figure). Because every part visits this cell, it was 

excluded from BBC since it was a cell in its own right. However, it was included in 

the cell positioning analysis in order to identify where it should be located. Material 

flow to other cells is unavoidable, because as stated, all parts visit this cell for final 

assembly. This fact also explains why the cell positioning tool chose this cell as the 

one that should be positioned nearest the finished goods store. Another notable aspect 

of the results shown in Figure 5.11 is that flows within each cell are generally 

unidirectional, suggesting that the workstations have been correctly sequenced. 
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5.3.3 Capability Ana lys is 

So far, cell configurations have been determined by Black Box Clustering and 

workstations have been positioned on the shop floor according to these configurations 

using the Cellect Layout Tools. The final stage of Cellect is Capability Analysis which 

allows the user to compare manufacturing system performances to identify targets 

where improvements are required. In the previous chapter, it was stated that for 

certain capability factors, measures are calculated as opposed to directly measured. 

Hence, once workstation positions have been identified or i f any data is changed, it is 

necessary to update calculated measures before carrying out Capability Analysis. In 

the current version of Cellect, this is done using an Update program which the user is 

prompted to run prior to running Capability Analysis or which can also be initiated at 

any other time. In the next chapter, a modification to Cellect is proposed that could 

eliminate the need for the Update program and instead have all calculated measures 

updated automatically. Figure 4.1 in the previous chapter shows capability factors, 

both directly measured and calculated, as well as how the calculated measures are 

determined and the data used to determine them. Thus, for ease of representation, in 

Table 5.5 which shows all the data required for Capability Analysis, the data required 

for calculated measures is not shown, since these can be identified from Figure 4.1. 

Table Data Required Notes 
Miscellaneous Emphasis parameter 

Target identification level 
Products Product name 

Demand per production period 

Net profit 
Total travel distance travel distances, times and costs are for 

all parts belonging to the product 

Total travel time 
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Total travel cost 
Parts Product name 

Part name 
Part code 
Part family that part 
belongs to 
Number off 
Batch size 
Nominal lead time 
Total travel distance 
Total travel time 
Total travel cost 

Capability factors Factor name 
fc_oplev see Notes in Table 5.1 

fc_prlev 
fc_wslev 
fc_ptlev 
fc_oplev 
order of data retrieval 
Factor weighting 

Operations Part code 
Feature name 
Sequence 
Visiting point 
Operation cost 
Operation profit profit of parent product of part served 

by operation 

Set-up time per part 
Processing time 
Defects per million parts 

Time spent producing 
defects 

per million parts 
calculated measure 

Cost of defect production per million parts 
calculated measure 

Distance from previous 
operation 

calculated measure 

Distance to next operation calculated measure 

Time from previous 
operation 

calculated measure 

Time to next operation calculated measure 

Cost from previous 
operation 

calculated measure 

Cost to next operation calculated measure 

Workstations Workstation name 
Cell that workstation 
belongs to 
Workstation profit calculated by Updates program as total 

profit of parent products for all parts 
visiting the workstation 
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Down time of workstation 
Labour time at workstation 
Cost of labour calculated measure 

Part similarity calculated measure 

Usage calculated measure 

Total distance from 
previous workstations 

distances, times and costs are for all 
parts visiting the workstation (see 
Figure 5.8) 
calculated measure 

Total distance to next 
workstations 

calculated measure 

Total time from previous 
workstations 

calculated measure 

Total time to next 
workstations 

calculated measure 

Total cost from previous 
workstations 

calculated measure 

Total cost to next 
workstations 

calculated measure 

Cells Cell name this table is produced entirely by the 
Updates program 

Cell profit calculated by Updates program as total 
profit of parent products for all parts 
visiting the cell 

Total distance from 
previous cells 

distances, times and costs are for all 
parts visiting the cell (see Figure 5.8) 
calculated measure 

Total distance to next cells calculated measure 

Total time from previous 
cells 

calculated measure 

Total time to next cells calculated measure 

Total cost from previous 
cells 

calculated measure 

Total cost to next cells calculated measure 

Table 5.5: Data Cellect requires for Capability Analysis 

Capability Analysis proceeds through the methodology described in the previous 

chapter to produce the recovery schedules, which in Cellect are all stored in one table 

called Targets. This table has the following data entered into it (non-applicable data is 

assigned the FoxPro .NULL, value): recovery schedule level (an identifier describing 

which level the target belongs to), cell name, workstation name, product name, part 

code, part name, feature name, sequence, capability factor, priority confidence score, 
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marginal capability, required measure, importance weighting, measure, required 

measure, worst measure, best measure, profit weighting and factor weighting. 

Forms such as the one shown in Figure 5.12 can now be used to view specific 

recovery schedules. For the target shown in this figure, the following should be noted. 

(i) The targeted operation is 'Cut and Weigh' of armature parts at the 

Moulding-Bench. Further information provided is that the part belongs 

to the ERS23 product and that the operation takes place within CELL_4. 

A part code and sequence number of the workstation are also provided. 

(ii) The factor causing concern is the 'Operation Cost of Defects'. The 

marginal capability of 100% indicates that this is the worst capability 

score. This is confirmed by the fact that the capability score for this 

target and the worst capability score of the whole of the collated group 

that the target belongs to are both the same. 

(iii) The difference between the capability score and the required capability 

score is very high. The required capability score, when compared with 

this worst capability score is near the optimum value of zero which 

explains why the improvement potential is near one. This high 

improvement potential suggests that this is an important target. 

(iv) Although the factor weighting is low, the profit weighting is high, 

further suggesting that this is an important target. 

(v) The current version of Cellect does not have a specially developed tool 

to carry out transparency. However, if for this example, the user wanted 

to identify related targets to find the cause of this target then the 'Find' 
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button could be pressed. A FoxPro form would be displayed and this 

could be used to identify the number of defects for this and other 

operations that take place at Moulding-Bench. This extra information 

may provide an insight to the cause of the problem. 

Operation Recovery Schedule t 

Operation Recovery Schedule 
Priority Cortfidence Score 

Product ERS23 

irtNanw ARMATURE 

Feature | CUT & WEIGH 

His Operation Is Cc*i 

Capability Score ^1 

tequired CaiMbilty Score 

Factor Weighting 

MOULDING-BENCH 

OPERATION COST OF DEFECTS 

668.1600 

Part Code 

Secjjence 

25.2000 llManualiy Set? P 

Marginal Capability 

In^ovcment Potential 

(fttorst CapabiSy Score 

Punt Save l&'|W'.rtj|iP.ele»e LOO 

Figure 5.12: Operation level recovery schedule 

5.4 Summary 

This Chapter described the implementation of Cellect as a Visual FoxPro application. 

It concentrated on the structure of a relational database to act as the central 

information store for the three Cellect Tools. The running of Cellect was 

demonstrated using an industrial example. 
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6. Conclusions and Scope for Further Work 

6.1 Discussion 

The main objective of this project was to develop new methods and a prototype 

software tool to carry out cell design, management and continuous improvement. It 

was set up in response to the following needs: 

(a) CeU design and improvement is an ongoing process involving 

both designers and shop-floor staff. 

(b) The capability of a cellular manufacturing system should be 

assessed regularly. 

(c) Cell design should be straight-forward. 

(d) A single data source should be used to ensure data reliability and 

efficiency. 

The name of the system developed to satisfy the above requirements is CeUect. It 

comprises three elements. 

(i) Determining cell configurations. 

(ii) Layout of the cells and the workstations within them. 

(iii) Capability Analysis to identify targets for continuous improvement. 

Each element represents a stage in the cell design, management and continuous 

improvement process. Cell design involves determining cell configurations. These are 

the groups of workstations that together form a cell and the groups of parts that 
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together make up a part family. An algorithm called Black Box Clustering (BBC) was 

developed to determine cell configurations from routings without intervention from the 

user. It has been demonstrated that BBC is able to identify clusters of workstations and 

par ts that are at least equally as good as the results of a number of different algorithms 

developed by various authors. 

Having identified cell configurations, the next stage of ceU design is to position the 

workstations on the shop floor for efficient flow of material. It was felt that because of 

the large number of qualitative factors involved in this process, layout design should be 

done with as much shop floor involvement as possible. To this end, the Cellect Layout 

Tool determines approximate positions of cells and the sequence of workstations 

within them based on material handling data. With this information, the user is able to 

consider all qualitative factors to find the exact positions of workstations. 

The final element of Cellect is Capability Analysis (CA). This was developed because 

cell configurations are rarely ideal. It is, therefore, essential to identify weaknesses 

within the manufacturing system to be acted upon by both shop floor staff and 

designers. Shop floor staff are able to eliminate weaknesses within the manufacturing 

system by improving the capabilities of processes, whereas designers are able to 

maintain the eftectiveness of processes by designing products that can be manufactured 

without exceeding existing capabilities. 

To allow these activities to take place, CA considers a number of factors that affect the 

performance of a manufacturing system to produce a list of targets called the recovery 

schedule. The concepts that constitute CA are based on the fact that capabilities can be 

represented as capability scores which can be divided into groups of capability scores 

that should be similar. By comparing capability deficiencies as a proportion of requii'ed 
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capability score for a given group, it is possible to compare different factors with one 

another. 

The presentation of the recovery schedule allows the user to identify precisely 

capability deficiencies at a detailed level that contribute to a capability deficiency at a 

higher," more abstract level. 

Microsoft Visual FoxPro version 3 is used for the implementation of CeUect. The focus 

of Cellect is a set of database tables from which all three tools can access data and into 

which they can input data. The use of the Cellect softwai-e was demonstrated with 

example data as foUows. 

Black Box Clustering 

Relevant data was extracted in the form of a machine-part incidence matrix which was 

clustered into ceU configurations using BBC. Default ceU names were given to 

workstations to indicate the workstation groups that they belonged to and to parts to 

indicate the part families that they belonged to. AH this information was inputted back 

into the database. The whole process occuixed without user intervention. 

Cellect Layout Tools 

Cell configurations and material handling data was extracted from the database. Also 

extracted was data concerning the floor space used for positioning the workstations. 

This data was in the form of user-defined candidate cell centres. The CeU Positioning 

Tool allocated ceUs (workstation groups) to candidate cell centres and the Sequencing 

Tool identified the relative positions of workstations within each cell. This information 

was inputted into the database and presented to the user who was able to determine 

precise workstation positions whilst taking into consideration information about 
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qualitative factors which are difficult to model, yet readily available to him or her. 

Workstation co-ordinates were inputted into the database. 

Capability Analysis 

With all the workstations positioned, targets for improving the example manufacturing 

system were determined using CA. This was done by extracting from the database data 

that was relevant to the selected capability factors. This data was converted into 

capability scores. Using the CA methodology, capability scores were assessed with 

respect to: (a) user-defined and automatically set requiied capabihty scores, (b) user-

defined capabUity factor weightings, (c) calculated improvement potentials and (d) 

calculated profit weightings. For each capability score this information was represented 

as a priority confidence score (PCS). These PCS values were ranked to form recovery 

schedules for each capability level. 

Another feature of CeUect is that the database is able to store information about parts 

and workstations that do not exist within the manufacturing system. By choosing to 

include these in the analysis, the user is able to determine ceU configurations, 

workstation positions and capabilities when using state-of-the-art machines or for 

products not yet designed. 

6.2 Scope For Further Work 

As discussed in Chapter 1, external elements allow the use of more accurate or 

approved data using methods such as simulation, shop floor data capture and the 

process planning methods of tools such as Durham University's CAPABLE. Of 

particular importance is the fact that within CA it is desirable that capability scores 
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should be directly measured as opposed to calculated. Although approved data dii'ect 

from the shop floor is the preferred source of data, in the case of parts not yet 

manufactured, this information is not available and so specialist software that is able to 

simulate a manufacturing system to determine these capability scores is the next best 

option. It is thus suggested that data from simulation software should also be 

considered directly measured, since when data is not available from the shop floor and 

providing that the manufacturing system is modelled accurately, simulation provides 

the most reliable source of data for CA. This fact has been recognised in the reseai'ch 

of Higgins (19S)7) which has provided a link between the Cellect database and the 

Witness simulation softwai-e. This research used the routings in the CeUect database to 

carry out automatic generation of factory models and provided the user with extra 

information such as queue lengths and waiting times. These were modeUed based on 

three different statistical distributions for the arrival of parts at workstations. 

I t is therefore suggested that an area warranting further reseai'ch is the integration of 

CeUect within a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system to provide real

time CA without the need to run the Update program presently within CeUect (when 

data stored in a table is updated, FoxPro is unable to automaticaUy update calculated 

values that rely on this updated data, hence the need for the Update program). A good 

start would be to have aU calculations performed in a spreadsheet and have an OLE 

link (Microsoft's Object Linking and Embedding system for on-the-fly data transfer 

between appUcations) between the database and the spreadsheet. Instead of running an 

Update program, each time data is changed, the spreadsheet would register this and 

data such as PCS values would automaticaUy be recalculated and reinputted into the 

database. 
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Another useful area of research would be identifyiag capability factors that allow CA 

to be extended. As mentioned in Chapter 4, CA methods are intended to be as generic 

as possible to allow other capability factors to be included in the analysis with the 

minimum of extra development time. Such factors could be those corresponding to a 

feature capability level. For example, feature sijiiilaiity, required tooling, tool approach 

paths and manufacturing times and costs. It is worth bearing in mind that features do 

not collate to operation level (features in an operation can be different) nor to any 

other level and so a higher feature-type level needs to be defined to allow collating. For 

example, aU through-holes would be collated together, as would milled shoulders, 

thr-eaded features and so on. 

There is much reseaixh still taking place to identify effective cell formation algorithms. 

This research should be monitored in order to identify further enhancements to BBC. 

Also, the Cellect Layout Tool could be modified to take into consideration the fact that 

layouts can be improved by taking into consideration interceU material flows. Also 

ignored in this algorithm is the fact that the size and shape of workstations may affect 

the amount of movement between them. 

6.3 Concluding Remarks 

Previous research into the design of ceUuIar manufacturing systems has tended to 

concentrate on only one or two aspects of the problem or has not been specific 

enough. Those aspects that have been examined the most have been cell formation 

algorithms and layout design. Architectures for expert cell design systems have been 

proposed, but none of these have been implemented. Also, little has been done to 

address the issue of how to manage and improve the cellular manufacturing system 
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once it has been designed. This research showed that a need exists for an integrated 

ceU design tool that is suitable for use by shop floor staff and that the methodologies 

should be simple enough to aUow this tool to be implemented either manuaUy or within 

a specialist software system. The novelty of this research is as follows: 

• (i) A formal definition of the three stages of ceU design as determining ceU 

configurations, layout design and capability analysis. 

(ii) An algorithm to determine ceU configurations without any user 

intervention. 

(iii) A methodology to determine layouts of ceUs and the workstations within 

them using two algorithms combined with user interaction. 

(iv) A methodology for assessing capabilities of ceUular manufacturing 

systems to detemiine tai'gets for improvement. 

(v) A prototype database-driven software tool to carry out ceU design, 

management and continuous improvement by implementing the 

methodologies and algorithms outlined above. 

(vi) An overaU ceU design strategy suitable for use within a Concurrent 

Engineering environment. 
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